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Delaney Park Strip Downtown Anchorage I Street and 9th Avenue Wednesdays, 6–7pm June 5–July 31*



Join us outside...



this summer with weekly evening practice at the Delaney Park Strip led by The Alaska Club yoga instructors. Arrive ready to go with comfortable workout clothes and yoga mat for a fun, flowing presentation of postures and an energizing practice for all fitness levels.



FREE FOR EVERYONE *No class on July 4th



• Adults & kids (6 and up) Yoga practice in a flowing presentation with modifications, designed to increase muscle endurance, strength, flexibility and relaxation.
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Seven Glaciers Restaurant June 1 & 2 The Hotel Alyeska Pond Courtyard 12 pm – 8 pm | Free! All ages welcome Live Music, Local Vendors, Beer Garden, Kids’ Activities & more!



Open Daily 5 – 10 pm Complimentary tram ride with reservations Restaurant Reservations: (907) 754-2237



Stay the night! Room packages from $279 per night Room Reservations: (907) 754-2111
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TOAST



Full speed ahead Besides daylight, summer brings with it endless activity



By Melissa DeVaughn



Y



courtesy Alaska Mountain Runners



ou need only look through the pages of this month’s Coast magazine to see that the pace picks up during June in Alaska. It seems everyone’s running here, running there – up steep mountains, along meandering trails and pounding city pavement. Our family is no exception. In one three-day period alone, our son, Roan, will race a 12K, run a mountain race, and tackle the running portion of a triathlon. I haven’t done the math, but it adds up to some serious foot-pounding over three days, and more than 3,500 feet in elevation gain.



June is the pinnacle of activity for Alaskans – we’re so eager to be outside, at all hours and for as long as possible. Indeed, it’s that time of year. June is the pinnacle of activity for Alaskans – we’re so eager to be outside, at all hours and for as long as possible. We know, in the recesses of our minds, that winter is only a few short months away. So we cram it all in now, planning long weekends of recreation from June 1 until the termination dust heralds the end of the season. Running is just one of the many activities we Alaskans will be doing. Read about this month’s Mayor’s Marathon – an Anchorage tradition – in the pages of this month’s Coast. It’s the 40th anniversary of this storied race, which now draws runners from



Roan Hall (far left, in white shirt) tackles his first mountain race in 2012, the grueling Government Peak race. Mountain running is just one way to race through your summer in Alaska.



around the globe. Or check out the mountain running scene (Page 10). For those who prefer to race upward, there is a race for you. Mount Marathon, the pinnacle of mountain racing, debuts its official guide in our pages, too, this month. See Pages 19-30 and 63-74. Summer also unlocks our waterways, opening opportunities for kayakers, canoeists and boaters of all abilities. Read about this year’s boating dangers (and how to avoid them) in Craig Medred’s 61 Degrees North column, Page 90. Fishing heats up this month, too, and Alaska Angler Chris Batin offers us tips on the best ways to catch those elusive king salmon. And AK on the Go’s Erin Kirkland takes up above-treeline hiking, offering



up some of her favorite alpine hikes in the region. Summer solstice is, of course, the highlight of June, and we celebrate it because, well, it’s a good reason to throw a party. (Find out where those parties are on our Apres pages 16 and 76). While we know that having 19-plus hours of daylight is reason to celebrate, we also recognize that cooler, darker days are not far away. So we run to the tops of mountains. We bike to the ends of roads. We cram three races into three days just because we can, and we get up in the morning, and do it all over again. That’s pretty much the way it is during Alaska’s summers. And we wouldn’t have it any other way. ◆
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JUNE 2013 Kincaid Park singletrack Sadler’s Hand Cycle race Mountain running series



Singletrack Advocates to add more biking trails



L



ast month the Anchorage Parks and Recreation Commission unanimously approved a project that will add more miles of singletrack mountain biking trails at Kincaid Park. The Kincaid North Singletrack Project will add to the nine miles already constructed on the south side of Raspberry Road. The $116,000 project will begin in mid-July and add six more miles of trail on the north side of Raspberry Road. “If the weather cooperates, we should complete the project by the time the snow flies,” said Janice Tower with Singletrack Advocates. Tower said the trail will complete a multiuse loop around the circumference of the park. It will provide accessible year-round use, vital especially during winter. “Until the singletrack was built, there was no winter access to Kincaid Park for anyone who wasn’t on skis,” Tower said. “Cyclists and walkers can enjoy Kincaid Park in the winter, which the ski club also likes because the singletrack trails keep foot traffic off meticulously groomed ski trails.” Tower said since the trails are being designed with mountain biking in mind, there will be considerable thought put into the “flow” of the trail. “There will be some jumps with good sight lines, but a biker will be able to roll over them or take a detour if jumping isn’t his or her thing,” she said. “The trails are great for all ability levels, from little kids to senior citizens.” Look for more on Singletrack Advocates’ trail-building efforts in the July issue of Coast. The construction will require a huge volunteer effort, Tower said, and the group will be soliciting as much help as possible. During the first phase of the Kincaid Project, which was completed in 2011, nearly 250 volunteers donated 2,170 hours of labor to the project, she said. This summer’s project will require similar manpower. Check www.singletrackadvocates. org for more details on trail work days and other details. ◆
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Joe Ramos rides Singletrack Advocates trails. Ryan Greef  



With mountain biking in mind, designers put considerable thought into the “flow” of the trails.



Lee Bolling and Janice Tower cut the ribbon on a Singletrack Advocates trail. Courtesy Janice Tower
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For career opportunities call toll free (877)258-7667 or visit www.alaskastatetrooper.com www.facebook.com/AlaskaTroopersOfficial
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trail mix 2013 Sadler’s Alaska Challenge features world’s best hand cyclists



T



he 2013 Sadler’s Alaska Challenge, which is set for July 14-21, has been called “The Longest and Toughest Handcycle Race in the World” – and for good reason. The event, now run every other year, covers some 260 miles and offers $25,000 in prize money. As such, it’s attracted some of the most competitive athletes in the world. “This is going to be a great race this year,” said Beth Edmands, chief executive officer at Challenge Alaska, the primary organizer behind the Sadler’s Furniture-sponsored race. “This is our 27th running of the race. This year, it was very competitive to get in. We only selected 20 people from over 50 applicants.” This year’s roster includes athletes from four nations – the United States, Poland,



Germany and Austria – and boasts three Paralympic medalists. The race will include four categories. “This year we also have the biggest women’s field with four racers,” Edmands said. In the Women’s Handcycle division, Muffy Davis, London 2012 triple gold medalist, will be competing in her first Sadler’s Alaska Challenge. German racer Peer Bartels is returning to see if he can reclaim the titles he won in 2005 and 2006 in the Men’s H2 division, although he will have to battle Walter Ablinger of Austria, another London 2012 gold medalist. To complete the gold medal circle, the H3 division also includes a Paralympic champion, Rafal Wilk of Poland, who also will try to win the longest and toughest handcycle race in the world. And, Edmands said, despite the international flavor of this year’s field, there is always room in the Sadler’s Alaska Challenge for Alaskans. This year’s sole Alaska competitor is H3 competitor Larry Coutermarsh from Fairbanks.



“He has done the race almost every year,” Edmands said. “I told him if he ever exceeded 20 times, he would have honorary free entrance for life. We always want to have our Alaskans in this race.” ◆
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trail mix Race series highlights Alaska’s premier mountain running



I



n Alaska, running reaches new heights – literally. The Alaska mountain-running community has been steadily growing since the early 1900s, when the first Mount Marathon challenge sent a handful of men racing up its slopes in an effort to beat the one-hour mark. Today, mountain running is its own sport, and there are many opportunities during which to run higher and farther, elevation be damned. The Alaska Mountain Runners, a nonprofit group dedicated to promoting the sport and preserving the trails, offers a series of mountain races suitable for all abilities. For some, it’s an accomplishment just to reach the top. For others, the ultimate goal is to obliterate records, going faster every time. The Alaska Mountain Runners Grand Prix race series is the highlight of the season. The Grand Prix point system complies with the World Mountain Running Association standards, with points being awarded to the first 20 men and women in each race. You must finish at least three races to be eligible, and up to four races are counted. If you’ve already scheduled to run all of them, the top four results will be used. The six-race series kicked off with Kal’s Knoya Ridge Run in late May, and continues with races this month (Government Peak, June 1; and Bird Ridge, June 16). The three remaining races – Mount Marathon on July 1, Matanuska Peak Challenge on Aug. 3 and the Alyeska Classic Mountain Run on Aug. 17 – round out the gut-busting, thigh-burning series. While it’s too late to enter some of the races – registration for Mount Marathon was closed months ago – there is still time to get in shape for some of the later-season runs. The Matanuska Peak Challenge is aptly named – at 14 miles out and back and with a 9,100 vertical gain, it’s long and difficult. There are no aid stations, so come prepared. On Aug. 17, the Alyeska Classic Mountain Run kicks off with runners climbing the mountain as fast as they can. The 2.2 mile course never lets up. If those races are not enough, there are plenty of other opportunities to run mountains. Kodiak, Fairbanks, Nome and Juneau are just some of the locations of challenging races across the state. The wellknown Cross Pass Crossing, set for July 27, is just one of them. Fairbanks’ Sluice Box 100 – yes, at 100 miles long – is one of the most challenging. For details on any of these races, start at the Alaska Mountain Runners website, alaskamountainrunners.org. The awards banquet for the Grand Prix is set for 6-8 p.m. Aug. 25 at Russian Jack Chalet. Age-group winners will be recognized at this potluck style event. ◆
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A competitor races in the 2011 Bird Ridge mountain race. Bird Ridge is one of Alaska Mountain Runners’ Grand Prix races. Alaska’s Focus Photography



Alask a Mountain Runners Grand Prix Schedule Kal’s Knoya Ridge Run: 8.5K, 4,300-feet vertical May 23 (already run, see alaskamountainrunners.org for details) Government Peak Climb: 2.75 miles, 3,500-feet vertical, June 1 (www.signmeup.com) Robert Spurr Memorial Hill Climb (Bird Ridge): 3 miles, 3,300-feet vertical, June 16 (registration closed, see alaskamountainrunners.org for details)



Mount Marathon: 3 miles, 3,022-foot elevation, July 4 (mmr. seward.com) Matanuska Peak Challenge: 14 miles, 9,100-feet vertical, Aug. 3 (Braun Kopsack 746-5133 or Lance Kopsack 745-5966) Alyeska Classic Mountain Run: 2.2 miles, 2,000-feet vertical, Aug. 17 (Brian Burnett 754-2536, [email protected])
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Etched in change Outdoors obsessions ebb and flow with time and memories By Craig Medred



•



Illustrations by Angela Italiano



he Situk River runs



for 20 miles cold and clear across the Yakutat Forelands to the Gulf of Alaska about halfway between the state capital in Juneau and the state population center in Anchorage, and in the spring steelhead trout the size of torpedoes can be found holding in the river’s deep pools and fast riffles. The Situk is not the world’s greatest fly-fishing stream. In too many places, the river is narrow between steep banks thick with brush. But it is a great river. A long ago study by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) called it “one of Alaska’s most productive salmon and trout rivers.” There are steelhead that return to its waters in the fall and migrate upstream into a series of lakes to overwinter and mature before dropping back down into the river to spawn in the spring. And there are steelhead that come to the river fresh from the ocean in April and May headed straight for the redds. And behind the latter come the salmon: The big kings, the fiesty cohos, the tasty sockeyes, and the pinks and chums that are generally found in such abundance everywhere in Southeast Alaska that anglers overlook them. We always overlooked the salmon and went to the Situk for the steelhead. It was for years a ritual, a right of spring. The Great Alaskan Sportsman Show in Anchorage in March would invariably start the juices to flowing, and soon there would be a bunch of us at the Anchorage Daily News, then a sizable business operation, organizing a trip to the river. There are several U.S. Forest Service public use cabins along the Situk in which anglers can stay, but we never rented them. We may have tried once. We may have entered the lottery to decide who gets a warm shelter, but I don’t remember. It was never a big deal because we sort of liked camping in the towering, Sitka spruce along the river. I can remember a lot of good conversation around the campfire there, though the anglers who took part are now all different people and in some cases far away.
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One left Alaska for a job in Hong Kong and never came back. Another ended up in Hawaii. One grew up to become one of those managers made for Dilbert, a man who found a way to rationalize so much that was so bad that he became a sad caricature of what a man should be. Another remains a friend, but we do not fish together anymore. He never was much of an angler, but I was. There was a time when I couldn’t get enough, and now I hardly pick up a rod and reel at all. Many times, this fact has caused me to wonder how and why rituals die. It’s not like I have abandoned the hunter-gatherer lifestyle. I still kill 40 or 50 fat salmon per year, fillet them, vacuum pack them, and fast freeze them to keep through the winter. We don’t eat salmon the way the aboriginal people of Alaska did — the ready availability of food choices in the civilized world has spoiled us all — but we eat a lot of salmon. There is fish for supper two, three or sometimes more nights a week. Salmon and rice is sort of a family staple. What can I say? It’s easy to fix, and I like it. It’s weird, though, that there was a time when the gathering of the food was more important than the eating, and now it is all the reverse. It isn’t just the Situk outings that disappeared. Gone too are the ritual midnight runs to the Russian River in June to bag sockeye. There was a time when as many as half the salmon in the freezer might come from the fly fishery there, with the rest from the Copper River dipnet fishery. I loved those midnight runs to the Russian with a best friend now also gone away. He moved to Idaho. Sometimes I wonder if it is the breaking of such bonds that changes everything, but I know that is not the case because there are rituals that stand unbroken. I still pursue waterfowl with a passion that seems sometimes boundless. On the worst of days in September and October, with the winds blowing everything flat along Turnagain Arm and the rain pouring down, the dog and I will tumble into the truck



Those were great times, and yet I have no desire to repeat them. It is the strangest thing.
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and drive 40 miles to the Twentymile or Placer river drainages to wade waist deep through flooded swamp grass until we are both exhausted in order to shoot a half-dozen mallards. It makes no logical sense, and yet I remain as addicted to this now as when I started hunting ducks as a kid in Minnesota at the start of my teens. Those were also the days when I fished and fished and fished some more. There was hardly a warm-weather day spent without a rod in hand. We rode bicycles to the river to fish. We conned parents into dropping us off upstream in a leaky duck boat so we could spend a couple days floating downstream to be picked up, fishing all the way and relishing every moment. Back then, nothing made me happier than to stand on a dock jutting into an unfamiliar lake with few fish and cast and cast in the hopes I might at some point catch something. And if I did, pity my poor parents. They’d darn near need to shoot me with a tranquilizer gun to get me away from the water. Later, after I’d gone away to college, I’d come home on weekends to fish largemouth bass in the early hours of the mornings with my brother. We’d often stay up all night rather than try to rise at 3 a.m., and be on the water before dawn was breaking the eastern sky, fly casting big poppers to grass banks waiting for a bass to come surging out of the water. I can still see the still channel with the undercut banks between Fishtrap and Alexander lakes. And that bass screaming out from under the bank to just clobber a big imitation frog popper. Those were great times, and yet I have no desire to repeat them. It is the strangest thing. Come spring now, I’d rather take off on my bicycle for
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a 90-mile ride from Anchorage to Hope than fish, when as a kid I tolerated riding the bike only because it was the fastest way to get to the Crow Wing River to fish. Then I was passionate about the fishing. Now, I am not so much passionate about the bike as free on it. Maybe it has something to do with the difference between the world of the young and of the old. The passion came easy and constant in youth. Now, sometimes, there is mainly a desire to get away from the passions, to bury oneself in the escape of hard work. As this is written, I have a friend remodeling his house as he battles through a divorce. A very smart man, he finds escape in swinging a hammer, taping sheetrock seams, mudding and sanding and living in a war zone where day by day he can see concrete changes in a battle toward some obvious goal. There was a time I might not have understood. Now, I understand fully. I can go out and happily bury myself on the bike in order to escape, in order to find that place where the body is working so hard it overpowers everything, that place where you can’t think because there is no energy left for it. When I contemplate the changes in life in this way, I’m left wondering if modern life murdered the fishing. Humans, all of us, are these days overwhelmed by so many things happening so fast that our brains reconfigure themselves to prepare for constant activity. Faced with quiet time, we don’t quite know what to do. It makes us uncomfortable. Our brains want to engage something, anything, and casting just isn’t enough. And yet, my fond memories of the Situk linger. Maybe one day I’ll go back. Maybe one day I’ll be able to get back if only I can get beyond the things screaming to be done now. ◆
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Savor the solstice Long, drawn out days the perfect time to celebrate sunshine



By Lisa Maloney



T



The Ritual Trek Flattop is easily the most popular destination for a midnight hike on summer solstice. There’s something to be said for safety in numbers when you’re hiking at night, even if it’s the shortest night of the year. If you’d rather not heft a backpack or hike with the masses, check out a new campground instead. The ever-popular Bird Creek Campground is still being renovated (possibly to re-open in August), so check out such easy-to-reach spots as Eagle River Campground (dnr. alaska.gov/parks/aspunits/chugach/eaglerivercamp.htm) or Eklutna Lake (dnr.alaska.gov/parks/units/chugach/eklutna.htm). Pick up a $1 statewide campground map at the Public Lands Information Center, 605 W. Fourth Ave., and create your own adventure. Outdoors in town If you don’t want to go too far afield, you can enjoy the gentler side of fresh air with a free performance by the Tomodachi Daiko Taiko Drummers on the lawn from noon to 1 p.m. June 20 at Loussac Library. At 7 on the same evening, you can get your outdoors fix indoors as author and photographer Tom Walker discusses his book, “The Seventymile Kid: The Lost Legacy of Karstens and the First Ascent of Mount McKinley,” in the Wilda Marston Theatre. The library and Anchorage Parks & Recreation hosts an all-ages beach party, 1-3 p.m. June 21 at Goose Lake. Bring your beach towels and beach toys if you have them – and don’t forget the Super Soaker! There’ll also be volleyball, Frisbee, and a sand-castle building contest. Head Inside The longtime beer, pizza and party masters at the Moose’s Tooth are bringing Primus up for its 2013 Summer Solstice celebration. Doors open at 6 p.m., Saturday, June 22; the opening band plays at 7 p.m. and Primus goes on at 8 p.m. You must be 21 or older. Tickets are $40 each and will no doubt sell out. Look for live music at Humpy’s, too, although bands hadn’t been confirmed as of press time. If you’re looking for more all-ages entertainment, your paid admission to the Alaska Zoo on Saturday, June 22, doubles as admis16 • June 2013 • COAST • www.coast-magazine.com



Courtesy Anchorage Downtown Partnership



he longer I live in Alaska, the more convinced I become that we’re all solar-powered – that goes double for outdoorsy types. Here in Southcentral we come in at just under 19.5 hours of daylight on summer solstice, plus a little twilight time built in around the edges. That’s plenty of time for a rousing outdoor solstice celebration, followed by some indoor fun. Or better yet, stay out overnight on our longest daylight stretch of the year – both sunrise and sunset on Thursday, June 20, and Friday, June 21, are identical: 4:20 a.m. and 11:42 p.m. each day. (Technically speaking, June 20 will be longer, but only by a whopping two seconds.) Here’s an overview of what’s happening:



The Hero Games pit local emergency responders and military personnel in friendly, but tough obstacle challenges.



sion to its annual Zoolstice celebration, with live music, games, animal presentations and something called “animal enrichment.” If you’re as confused about that last phrase as I was, Eileen Floyd, development director for the zoo, explains: “It’s a win-win. They get a treat, you watch them play with their treat.” Rounding out the all-ages theme, the Anchorage Museum offers a week full of hands-on, solstice-related activities for all ages from June 15-21. View the sun through a solar telescope, catch a free planetarium demo about the sun, and more – all included in the price of admission. (www.anchoragemuseum.org/) Take over the town Last but certainly not least, the Anchorage Downtown Partnership once again hosts the Downtown Summer Solstice Festival and Hero Games. It starts Saturday, June 22, on Fourth Avenue between C and L streets. Look for community performances throughout the day, including a Teen Pro Skateboarding demonstration and the Children’s Rainbow Factory, which will include puppet shows, a kayak pool, a giant sandbox and more. The event runs from noon to 6 p.m., but I usually get sucked in by the Hero Games, from noon to 3 p.m. in the center of the festival strip. There’s something about watching Alaska’s first responders (Army, Air Force, police and fire departments) battle it out for bragging rights in rope pulls, obstacle courses, bucket brigades and various relays that makes it feel like a reality TV show. But they’re right there in person, so your favorites can actually hear you as you scream your head off to root them on. The only thing that’s missing is a chance for community members to sign up and try the same events – I bet they’re a lot harder than the heroes of the Hero Games make them look. ◆



Alaska’s only regularly scheduled public rail transportation service



Hit the trails now!



Alaskans get 20% OFF rail travel all year round It’s amazing what you can discover right in your own back yard. Come aboard the Alaska Railroad and see the Alaska you’ve been missing. Call 265-2494 or go to AlaskaRailroad.com to book your ticket today! Must present a current Alaska ID at check-in. Discount valid on rail travel only.



AlaskaRailroad.com
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START/FINISH TOWN SQUARE



Anchorage’s Premier Running Event Saturday Aug. 17th: Kids’ 2k



Sunday Aug. 18th:



Marathon Marathon Relay 1/2 Marathon 5 kilometer
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LIFE, LIBERTY AND THE PURSUIT OF WILD SALMON Abundant wild salmon and a healthy wilderness are the birthright of every Alaskan. Wisely, a group of pioneeers in the Alaska legislature including Jay Hammond, designated the Bristol Bay watershed as a protected region with limited development. Those spawning rivers are threatened by the proposed Pebble Mine. Gold and copper mining is a one time venture and once outof-state corporate miners are gone, we’ll be left with a decimated fishing industry and toxic tailing ponds that we’ll have to guard for centuries. Don’t let the lure of gold destroy your Alaskan birthright–wild, renewable salmon. Protect the Bristol Bay Fisheries Reserve. Join us at www.RenewableResourcesFoundation.org
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Alaska SeaLife Center



Alaska’s Public Aquarium Visit Today!



Open Daily Year-Round



Experience • Explore • Discover Open Until 9 pm
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Raising the bar The race that originated in a bet is getting record fast By Melissa DeVaughn
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Alaska's Focus Photography



W



hat is it about bars and mountains in Alaska? In 1909, the Sourdough Mountaineers, as they’ve become known, began debating whether it was possible to climb Denali. Some $500 later and with a lot of bravado, the guys set out, and eventually conquered that mountain’s smaller north peak. A similar story unfolded in Seward, just a few years later. As that story goes, the first guys to race up Mount Marathon did so to settle a bar bet over whether or not the mountain could be scaled, and descended, in less than an hour. It didn’t happen that first time, but by 1915, the Mount Marathon Race was an organized event, held every July 4 to not only help celebrate a national holiday, but to highlight the beloved mountain overlooking this picturesque seaside town. Although the Mount Marathon race is the clear highlight of the holiday, in fact, Seward becomes the most happening place in Alaska during the days surrounding July 4. Not only do hundreds of competitors show up to race but there are also celebrations before and after the event. A grand fireworks display kicks off the activity at midnight on the night of July 3, followed by the races and parade on the 4th. Local businesses celebrate with special offers, and arts and crafts, music and food vendors trot out their wares to attract festive shoppers. “A lot of the downtown merchants will do special offers because so many people are in the downtown area,” said Erin Lemas with the Seward Chamber of Commerce. “A lot of it is community events, too. The Catholic Church does a big barbecue chicken, and another church does pies. The teen and youth center does games, and this year tthere will be a horseshoe tournament to benefit the Seward Animal Shelter. It’s awesome. You can’t find anything like this in Alaska.” The Mount Marathon race offers those who come from out of town a chance to enjoy the rest of Seward’s outdoor activities as well. The list is endless. Fishing, kayaking, camping and hiking are just a few of the summer activities popular to the area. “It’s especially good when the race comes in the middle of the week,” Lemas said, “because people will take off Thursday, Friday and the weekend and go fishing or camping and just hang out in Seward. It’s a good boost to the local economy.”



Matt Novakovich, 2012 men’s winner.



FIERCE COMPETITION This year’s Mount Marathon Race will feature some of the familiar names most often at the top of the list. Last year’s men’s winner, Matt Novakovich, is back to defend his title, one that he’d been chasing for four years. His 44:07 finish last year beat second-place racer Trond Flagstad by 19 seconds. This year, he is aiming even higher. “I’m 39,” he said. “The year I was born was the year Bill Spencer took ownership of the Mount Marathon record (which Spencer reset in 1981, with a time of 43:20.) This year, 100 percent of my focus is on breaking that record.” Novakovich said winning – after finishing 10th, 10th and fifth in his previous three races – was memorable. But with the bar set higher, he is aiming for the ultimate goal. “Last year I wanted to win,” he said. “Last year I worried more about the other athletes than my own race. This year I will take chances that may risk victory, but these chances may also result in something very special.” Women’s winner Holly Brooks had reason to celebrate last year, too. Not only is she one of the United States’ most talented cross-country skiers on the U.S. Ski Team, but she also now holds the coveted winner title to Mount Marathon – an accomplishment of a lifetime for many an Alaskan. Brooks’ time
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of 51:54 easily bested second-place finisher Lauren Fritz, who finished at an impressive 54:58. Kenai Peninsula runners have consistently owned the Juniors Race. Miles Knotek, a senior at Seward High School and two-time winner, won last year’s junior race in 27:18, 44 seconds ahead of second-place finisher Lyon Kopsack. Allie Ostrander of Kenai took the top honor in the girl’s race with her 32:50 finish, a full 3 minutes and 10 seconds ahead of second-place finisher Ann Spencer. Both teens are back to race this year’s event, although Knotek has advanced to the senior division. “A lot of people cheer on the locals – not just Miles (Knotek),” said Lemas, who also is a Seward High School alumnus. “A lot of the people from here who have moved to other places in Alaska, or Anchorage, they come back to race, and they have a following. There’s just a lot of excitement.” ✱



Men’s Race 1 Matt Novakovich 44:07 2 Trond Flagstad 44:26 3 Matias Saari 45:13



Boy’s Youth 1 Miles Knotek 27:18 2 Lyon Kopsack 28:02 3 Michael Marshall 28:48



Women’s Race 1 Holly Brooks 2 Lauren Fritz 3 Laura Brosius 



Girl’s Youth 1 Allison Ostrander 32:50 2 Ann Spencer 36:00 3 Alyson Kopsack 38:09



51:54 54:48 55:05



Alaska's Focus Photography



2012’s Top 3 Results



Holly Brooks, 2012 women’s winner.



The littlest runner Young Novakovich follows in dad’s footsteps



Tali Novakovich runs near her home in Anchorage, followed by sister Liz, 10, and brother Josh, 12. Tali is running her first Mount Marathon this year, turning 7 – the race age limit – on the day of the race. Her father, Matt, is last year’s defending Mount Marathon champion. Wayde Carroll photography
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July 4 not only happens to be the day of the famed Mount Marathon Race; it’s also Tali Novakovich’s 7th birthday. And on her birthday, she will be celebrating alongside her 12-year-old brother, Josh, her 10-year-old sister Liz, her mom, Tiffanie, and her dad, last year’s Mount Marathon winner, Matt Novakovich. All four will be scaling Mount Marathon this year – Matt’s shooting for a recordbreaker, and Tiffanie aiming for the Top 10. For Tali, it is even more reason to celebrate. She just inched in under the Mount Marathon rules, with her 7th birthday falling on July 4. It makes her officially old enough to race the junior’s race, and the youngest to enter this year.



Here’s what dad, Matt Novakovich, had to say about his daughter’s race. Shh! It’s a surprise: “Tali will turn 7 on July 4th, and I assume will be the youngest, and definitely the shortest, competitor,” he said. “I’m honored to have a family that loves fitness and appreciates the competition of mountain running. Everyone is excited this year, and every year, and this makes it a blast.” For her birthday, Novakovich said, his daughter “gets to enjoy fireworks, a parade, an amazing race, thousands of spectators – and I’m not sure if she believes me, but I tell her it’s all for her birthday celebration.” ✱
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CELEBRATE July 3rd DJ Dance Party July 4TH: Hobo Jim at 4PM; Nervix Rex at 9 Fri & Sat July 5TH and 6TH:   Joey Fender and the 55s
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Private cabins in Humpy Cove



“More Whiskey! ... And Fresh Horses For My Men!”



Toll Free: (888) 494-5846 • (907) 491-1988 P.O. Box 1815 Seward, Alaska 99664 www.orcaislandcabins.com



• 100 Deluxe & Standard Suites, 6 Jacuzzi Suites



• Wi - Fi
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Parade of fun Annual Independence Day celebration features Seward Bucks By Melissa DeVaughn



O



n July 4 in Seward, you can follow the gazes of most spectators, and they are collectively looking upward, watching runners wind their way up – and launch themselves down –3,022-foot Mount Marathon in the state’s most popular trail race. But in between all that action, just as the women are finishing their race and before the men start theirs, the street gets packed with floats and music and a celebration of the seaside community so rich in history. This year’s parade is going to be even more fun, said Cindy Clock, executive director of the Seward Chamber of Commerce, because participants will have more motivation to take part. “This year, we’re actually going to award prizes for the floats,” Clock said. “We haven’t decided yet what the criteria will be, but we’re going to offer Seward Bucks as prizes.” Seward Bucks, she explained, is a similar program that Homer uses, in which winners are awarded in the form of local currency good for redemption at participating stores in Seward. The “bucks” aren’t real cold, hard cash, but they spend just as well. The businesses that participate will take the bucks just like cash, and be reimbursed by the Chamber. “This way it also supports our shop-local effort that we have ongoing,” Clock explained. In order for the police chief to take part in the parade and still work the 3 p.m. men’s race, the parade must begin at 1:30 p.m., even as the last of the female racers are finishing up. It’s a logistics challenge, Clock said, and one that has women racers going extra fast toward the end of their race. “It’s every woman’s goal to beat the parade,” she said. Like last year, Seward High School’s drama and debate team will be announcing the parade – an effort that has been well received and highlights the hard work of area high-schoolers, Clock said. She hopes the students will have more floats to talk about and more participants to encourage. “It’s a holiday weekend and with the race, so many of our groups have other things going on,” she said. “It makes it hard
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for people to participate. Groups like the boy scouts usually have a Sno-cone stand set up so they aren’t in the parade. Everyone’s so busy.” Clock said she hopes the Seward Bucks will lure more people and groups to the parade, so it can get even more festive. “It’s totally a beloved event, it really is,” she said. “It’s a very small parade and we love it. It’s one of the highlights of the day.” ✱



Schedule: JULY 3 • Fireworks display at midnight, on the evening of July 3 JULY 4 Race Start Times: • Junior Race: 9:30 a.m. • Women’s Race: 11:15 a.m. (11:20 p.m., second wave) • Men’s Race: 3 p.m. (3:05 p.m., second wave) July 4 Parade begins at 1:30 p.m. More details? www.seward.com
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At Rhyneer Clinic, it all begins with your comfort. No matter where you come from or what the source of your orthopedic concern, our medical and professional staff offer you the best of care, and a quick path to comfort.



Specialty Orthopedics



ConocoPhillips Wells Fargo



Shoulders, Hips, Knees, Ankles, Wrists, Cartilage and Meniscus Transplants, Shoulder and Knee Ligament Reconstruction, Minimally Invasive Knee Surgery, Anterior Hip Replacement, Hip Resurfacing



Seward Subway Airport Equipment Rentals Continental Auto Group Seward Helicopter City of Seward



ITS Alaska



Hotel Seward



Alaska Waste Proud sponsor of Olympian, Holly Brooks!



4100 Lake Otis Pkwy, Suite 308 Anchorage, AK 99508 907-563-2663
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King of the hill Seward resident Hatch still owns local-boy bragging rights By Melissa DeVaughn



R



Ralph Hatch in the 1947 Mount Marathon race. George Daniels collection



“When I was training for Mount Marathon, I’d run into goats, and I saw a coyote once and a black bear. But I don’t think there are as many animals up there now.” — R ALPH HATCH
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alph Hatch was just 21 when he won his first Mount Marathon race – a smallish local event that attracted about a dozen racers, some of whom had to travel by boat to get there. Since that win more than 65 years ago, Hatch, now 88, has watched the Mount Marathon race expand to a huge daylong extravaganza that for about two days transforms the city of Seward from a small town of 2,500 to a city of 40,000. “It’s a unique race,” he said from his home in downtown Seward. “It has a lot of character.” Today, Hatch still holds the record for the most men’s-race wins by a local Seward resident – six, from the years 1946 through 1953. “It was just sort of natural being a hometown boy to give it a try,” he said. “I was never injured in any of them. I ran nine years in a row, and I finished second the other three years. “I did it as long as it wasn’t too much work, and it wasn’t that much work for me then.” Training for the race in the 1940s and ’50s may not have seemed like that much work for a young, able-bodied commercial fisherman like Hatch, but it did take perseverance. He said he would begin getting in shape around the first of April, running on the dirt and gravel roads around town until the snow melted on Marathon. “I’d be doing roadwork up until the month of June, and then I’d train on the mountain,” he said. Racers Sven Johansson and Don Stickman were Hatch’s two main competitors. Stickman bested him in the 1951 and 1952 races, and Johansson began a winning streak of his own that began in 1954 – Hatch’s last year racing – and lasted through 1959. Hatch has fond memories of his years as a Mount Marathon racer. Born in Unalaska, he moved to Seldovia as a child and then, in 1930, to Seward. He
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grew up in the shadow of the mountain, and as he got older, was drawn to its slopes. “When I was in grade school, we were out for recess and we watched a bull moose cross above the alders on the face of the mountain,” he said of an early Mount Marathon memory. “When I was training for Mount Marathon, I’d run into goats, and I saw a coyote once and a black bear. But I don’t think there are as many animals up there now.” After serving in World War II, Hatch returned to Seward to live, and raise his family. Still fit from his years in service, Mount Marathon seemed the perfect way to maintain his health. Once the snow cleared, he’d go up the mountain several times a week, changing his training methods to suit his moods. “One day, I’d go up as fast as I could and come down slow,” he said. “Another day I’d take my time going up and come down as fast as I could. It just depended.” Come race day, the men would gather – there wasn’t a women’s division until 1963 – for their dash up the mountain. “Back then, you’d pick your own route from town over to the mountain and back again,” he



said. “The street was lined with cars on Fourth Avenue and when the runners came in, everyone would be in their cars blowing their horn. They can’t do that anymore because they won’t allow you to park there anymore. But that was nice because you felt like people were cheering you on, with all those horns.” Besides being one heck of a racer, Hatch also had luck on his side. “Every year I raced, the weather was perfect,” he said. “Even the year of the Kenai burn (1947), we had smoke the day before but a south wind came in and blew it all away in time for the race.” Hatch said he has not watched every one of the Mount Marathon races since he stopped racing himself, but he’s been on the sidelines now and then to watch and cheer on others. His youngest daughter is the only other in his family to have raced the event, but that’s been years, Hatch said. Still, he is glad the event is still part of the community. “I generally go down to the Methodist church and sit on the front porch there and watch,” he said. “It’s a good way to watch.” ✱



Ralph Hatch wins 1946: first place, 59:58 1947: first place, 58:13 1948: first place, 57:31 1949: first place, 1:06.52 1950: first place, 58:10 1951: second place (Don Stickman won) 1952: second place (Don Stickman won) 1953: first place, 54:56 1954: second place (Sven Johansson won)
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WILD SIDE!
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Come meet the locals! Bears, Bison, Moose, Caribou, Musk Ox, and others that call the Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center home. Wildlife viewing, photography, and educational opportunities abound!
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Like Family Per all of you & those below, I hold a couple seeds to sow, from gardens planted here to fore by grace & you whom I adore. Seward’s Mountain & its Day, commenced this tribute verse bouquet to all whom blossom as the art of flowers dancing in my heart. To the champions of bygone years, and runners up who shed the tears. Denali, Patty, Cedar & Sam, Aubrey, Carmen, Ralph & Ephriam, Eli, Kris, & every Houghton, all who brave The Mighty Mountain as Lisa ‘pon your Monolith, and she who named me--Ali Smith. To the Iron Man of forty races, and generations of Seahawk faces, from Jessi, Shannon, Justine, Lea, through Kathy Bingman, Kathy D. Likewise Karol--fink surveyor, catastrophic myth purveyor,



haunting me for months on end, while evermore a treasured friend. To those who venture here to gruel, from Killer-B’s to Clint McCool, Carolyn & Jess, my shining star, and Valley Trash--you know who you are. ;) Again Denali & Patty, now Rubye & Flip, a supernova radar blip. With Trent, the one I never see, their name is Mountain royalty. Alas the arms awaiting mine, the matriarch of the finish line. She scans for blood then slaps our hips. Our Mountain Mother. Mama Jean Cripps. To those above & those we know, who work the stage or watch the show. For all you are & what you do, you are my wings, & I love you. ~Birdman~ ~Y~



Horseshoe tourney benefits animals Darian and Courtney Draper volunteered at their local animal shelter when they lived in Colorado. They were instrumental in helping raise funds to build and open a new shelter there. So, when the couple moved to Alaska – Darian runs Mow Better Lawn Care and Courtney operates Luxe Hair Salon – they saw a similar need in Seward and jumped to it. Their one-day, July 4 horseshoe tournament features two-person teams vying for top honors. Entry is $100 per team, which includes a T-shirt. All money raised will go to Seward’s Animal Shelter. “It’s going to be an annual event,” Courtney Draper said. The event complements Chinook’s Restaurant’s Paws for a Cause, another shelter fund-raiser. For more details, contact Draper at 362-9035.



Seward’s Exit Glacier Lodge & Salmon Bake Restaurant and Pub Sewards Best Kept Secret



Physical location: ¼ mile Exit Glacier Road (Herman Leirer Road) Hours of Operation 5:00 PM – 10ish PM, 7 days a week from mid May – mid September



907-224-6040 • [email protected] www.sewardalaskalodging.com 10 MOUNT MARATHON 2013
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Mount Marathon Course Map



Course Information Senior Division Race Course



• Steepest slope of race trail: 60 degrees



• The starting line is at Fourth and Adams in downtown Seward.



• Elevation at starting ling: 30 feet



• Runners will leave the starting line and follow the road to the base of the mountain.



was



• Runners will run to the top of the course, stepping on the timing mat while passing around the summit rock, and descend down the mountain to the finish line.



o was



• The finish line is one block south of the starting line.



Junior Division Race Course • The junior race is for racers ages 7-17. • This race follows the same trail to the finish as the senior race, but only goes halfway up the mountain. • Junior runners round the marker at the halfway point and return down the mountain to the finish line.



• Length: 3.1 miles



sed



• Elevation at race point: 3,022 feet



• Average angle of mountain: 38 degrees



his



Mount Marathon Records Overall Record Women: Nancy Pease Men: Bill Spencer Girls: Allison Ostrander Boys: Bill Spencer 



d



1990 1981 2011 1973 



50:30 43:23 30:32 24:34



Men’s Race, Records by Age Groups: 18-29 Bill Spencer 1981 43:23 30-39 Trond Flagstad 2008 44:03 40-49 Trond Flagstad 2012 44:26 50-59 Barney Griffith 2012 48:09 60-69 Thomas Coolidge 2011 1:00:06 70-79 Fred Moore 2010 1:07:09 80-89 Corky Corthell 2009 1:52:59   Women’s Race, Records by Age Groups: 18-29 Nancy Pease 1990 50:30 30-39 Carmen Young 1986 50:54 40-49 Teresa Brady 2007 58:42 50-59 Sheryl Loan 2012 59:23 60-69 Elaine Nelson 2007 1:19:36 70+ Mary Hensel 2008 1:57:02 Junior Race, Records by Age Groups: 15-17 Girls: Allison Ostrander 2012 Boys: Miles Knotek 2011 12-14 Boys: Michael Marshall 2010 Girls: Allison Ostrander 2011   11 and Under Boys: Aaron Thrall 1994 Girls: Allison Ostrander 2008 



ned ager
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32:50 26:18 28:48 30:32 30:51 37:35
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The Foldagers, Flip, Rubye, Trent, Denali and Patty share a post-Mount Marathon moment last year. Patty Foldager has won the race twice, and Denali Foldager is a three-time junior winner. Erin Lemas, Seward Chamber of Commerce



Mountain of talent Trent Foldager’s artwork selected as Mount Marathon logo



By Melissa DeVaughn



T



rent Foldager loves the sea, his family loves the mountains. While his sisters, mother and father find happiness climbing and racing on Mount Marathon, he is content on the ocean, aboard his tender, fishing for a living. But this year, Mount Marathon unites the Foldagers. The Mount Marathon Race Committee selected Trent Foldager’s colorful rendering of the 86th running of the Mount Marathon Race as its official 2013 logo. The bright green and red design shows blazing, fist-pumping runners scampering to the top of a gray-topped slope, with the words “Seward, Alaska” as a backdrop. According to his family, Foldager is thrilled with the selection. He is off to sea fishing now, aboard his 82-foot tender, Dancer, and was not reachable. But, said his sister, Rubye Foldager Elhard, he was “really jazzed up about it. “Just before Trent left for the seas, he went in to see his drawing on the trophies and he about cried, but he wouldn’t ever admit that he almost did,” Elhard said. The Foldager family is more than wellknown in the mountain running community. Dad Flip Foldager will run his 34th Mount Marathon Race this year, while wife, Patty, who has twice won the race, will be running her 31st. Twin sisters and running phenoms Rubye and Denali, 23, have run the race since they were pre-teens. And Trent? Even he ran the race as a junior.
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“Trent did it with his friends and they would all race in a group together,” Elhard said. “Denali and I were always top five through our junior years, and Denali won most of them. … We just did it because, well, 4th of July would be pretty boring if we didn’t. “Trent bailed though after Denali (Denali was 12 and he 17) beat him in the race. He never did the race again.” The fact was, Trent’s attentions were turning toward the water, the place to which he felt naturally drawn. Before long, he was working as a fishermen, first as crew, and now on a tender, commercial fishing in places that are far away from Seward, Alaska. “Trent is the spitting image of my grandfather, Jack Foldager,” Elhard said. “Whereas Denali and I grew up on the mountain, Trent grew up in my grandpa’s camp over in Iliamna, hunting, fishing and learning the trade. Regardless of the fact that my family is a running family, we do not expect each other to run. We grew up where we had the rule over our running. “Trent has his own life out on the water and we are all very proud of him.” Flip Foldager said his son also has an artistic inclination that had led him into drawing and music. His logo is just the tip of what he can do, when he puts his mind to it. “He is a good guitar player,” Flip said. “He loves the Who and loves playing their



music. He’s just got this artistic ability.” When Trent finally submitted his logo design – one of 12 to be considered – no one knew a Foldager was attached to the entry. But for Erin Lemas, at the Seward Chamber, the choice was easy.. “It’s really cool, and it looks ever better in the awards,” she said of the tall etched plaques that will be awarded to the top finishers. “He’s really into it,” Flip Foldager said. “This is taking the Foldager full circle as far as Mount Marathon goes. We’ve been a part of every aspect of this race now.” Rubye said she and her sister, Denali, are as proud of their older brother as they know he is of them. While he might once in a while be able to come cheer them on during a race, they are also more than willing to encourage him and his love of fishing, hunting and all things Alaskans. “Although Trent doesn’t run and never went beyond fun running, he is the person my sister and I call before a race,” Elhard said. “Usually his advice is ‘just run faster and it will be over quicker,’ which is obvious but when Trent says it to us when we are nervous about our race, it really makes sense and calms us down. “Even when he is out of cell phone service or stranded in the middle of the sea, he always makes time to see how we did or calls us. He is our fish slaying bubba and I wouldn’t want him any other way.” ✱
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Radically new, innovative, the very definition of revolutionary. 32 wines to choose from in a way you have never experienced wine before. Discover Alaska’s first self-serve wine dispensing system. Cozy up to the fire with friends, or swing by the bar for Kobe beef sliders and a martini.



Only at the Whale’s Tail at the Hotel Captain Cook. 276-6000 | captaincook.com 2 conocophiLlips presents the 2013 mayor’s mar athon
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Cooperative approach in Mayor’s keeps this marathon running By Lisa Maloney
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W



hat does it take to put on a mara- close streets, restock the aid stations, point runners thon that’s half city trails and half wil- in the right direction, provide bathroom access for derness run for 40 years in a row? thousands of people, order shirts, transport bags Try nearly 35,000 finishers and about a million of runners’ belongings back to the finish area, and moving parts. Sprinkle in a healthy cooperation handle countless other details that only those operamong the people of Anchorage, the Mayor’s office ating behind the scenes will ever see. and the University of Alaska Anchorage, and you’ve If you try to peel back the layers of organization got a race that is getting more popular by the year. and find a single nucleus that drives the race for“It’s certainly one of the long-standing pillars – it ward, it can feel like you’re getting the runaround. used to be one of the only events in town,” says Mi- The municipality tells you how valuable UAA’s chael Friess, race director, UAA’s cross-country and contributions are. UAA tells you the race wouldn’t track head coach, and a decorated runner himself. happen without the military’s cooperation. Some(He won the 1987 Mayor’s Marathon.) “If you were body points out the youth groups and nonprofits a runner you ran Mayor’s.” that run aid stations. The police and fire departNowadays if you’re a runner, you still run Mayor’s ments volunteer enormous amounts of effort. Visit – or maybe you volunteer to help at bib pick-up, or Anchorage and the Mayor’s office pitch in. Locals on race day you turn out at one of the spectator sign up to sing, dance, and hand out popsicles at viewing points to cheer others on. At its roots this aid stations. Runners who ran the earliest Mayor’s has been, and always will be, a community event. Marathons show up again, some to run and others “We depend on so many entities in order for the to volunteer. And after a while you realize that you race to be successful,” Friess says. “You have to give aren’t getting the runaround at all – you’re being up some control, you have to have faith that the given a firsthand glimpse of the web that bonds gates are gonna be unlocked when they have to be this race to the community and vice versa. unlocked ... it takes an enormous amount of cooperation.” Making Lemons John Rodda, director of Anchorage Parks & Rec- Out of Lemonade reation, agrees. Every year brings new challenges. This year, ma“I think what’s really important is that people re- jor resurfacing operations on two trails the maraalize that this truly is a partnership event,” he says. thon usually uses, plus stadium construction at “We do this as a unified front.” West High, added up to a detour – so the organizThat partnership excels at dividing and conquer- ers routed the finish to the west end of the Delaney ing a near-endless list of details that go into putting Park Strip, where there’s plenty of space to host a on not just a marathon, but a half-marathon, mara- rockin’ 40th birthday party for the race. (The first thon relay, four-miler and youth cup. Somebody Mayor’s Marathon is believed to have been run in has to find vehicles for the mobile medics, make 1970, but 2013 marks the 40th consecutive runsure the shuttle buses run on time, sweep the trails, ning.)



SAM WASSON



Curious how all these moving parts stay coordinated? Check out the story of the Anchorage Amateur Radio Club on Page 10.
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The Alaska Railroad



Spencer Glacier Whistle Stop YOUR TICKET TO THE CHUGACH NATIONAL FOREST



Climb • Hike • Camp • Float • Paddle



With the Alaska Railroad, the backcountry is closer than you think.



Call now! (907) 265-2494 AlaskaRailroad.com
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SAM WASSON



“It’s been a great partnership, Rodda says. “It’s a tribute to a lot of peoples’ efforts over many, many years.” For all these people put in, each gets something out of it. “The nicest thing about it is when people come back and at the end they say, ‘Wow, what a great experience!’ ” Rodda says. “Some of them come from all over the world to participate in this very event,” Friess says, emphasizing their excitement when they come in to pick up their bibs. “It’s nice to see that energy. It’s nice to see them afterwards with their medal on, their finisher shirt – it’s nice to say, ‘Hey, look at what we did.’ That’s kind of a neat feeling.” Rodda, the voice of the organization that started it all, sums it up best: “I appreciate all of the support over the years that the community of runners has provided. My hat’s off to everybody who makes this a great event.” ■
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Winning attitude Longtime runner Wenrich is a Mayor’s Marathon ambassador By Lisa Maloney



RYANA JOHNSON



T



“I tell you what, after 20 miles there’s nothing that tastes so good as a Popsicle.” — Rich Wenrich



he first photo I ever saw of Rich Wenrich showed him at the finish line of a past Mayor’s Marathon, wearing a giant grin. I couldn’t resist writing him a quick note: “I sure wish I looked that happy when I run. I must not be doing it right!” His reply? “It’s easy to smile after a marathon or an ultra-marathon, it feels so good to stop.” The thing about Wenrich – and the reason why that quote matters – is that neither other commitments, aging, even losing a leg in an accident seem capable of stopping the 64-year-old. That wasn’t necessarily the case when Wenrich ran his first 5K after coming to Alaska with the military in 1979. “I thought I was going to die,” Wenrich recalls, adding that “I just kept running a little more, a little more...” Before long he’d entered the Arctic Valley run, an annual military race that climbs nearly 2,500 brutal feet over its 12-mile course, telling himself that “If I can do this, I’m going to enter the Mayor’s Marathon.” He did do it, completing the Arctic Valley run and keeping that promise to himself. He entered – and finished – his first Mayor’s Marathon in 1980. “It was just a great race to me,” he says. That kicked off a series of finishes so strong that not even losing his right leg in a July 1997 motorcycle accident could stop Wenrich’s streak. “I had till next June to get everything to where I could run again,” Wenrich explains of that 1997 accident. With a prosthetic leg, he entered, and ran, the next dozen marathons, never letting his new reality sideline him from running. “Obviously my times were slower with the prosthetic leg – I wasn’t that fast with two legs,” Wenrich jokes. But still, he kept running. He completed his 30th Mayor’s Marathon in 2010, missing only one finish, in 2007. Although he didn’t run in 2011 or 2012, Wenrich has stayed involved, doing shorter runs or, once,
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acting as trail sweep for the kid’s race. For many, Wenrich has become an annual fixture at the race. If he’s not running or actively volunteering, you’ll usually find him at the finish line cheering other runners in. It’s his favorite place to be, because for him the race holds so many fond memories. “I tell you what, after 20 miles there’s nothing that tastes so good as a Popsicle,” he says of the well-appointed aid stations for which the race has become so well known. “That [aid station] was a real highlight.” Or he chuckles at the juxtaposition of out-of-towners in dread of hitting the dirt tank trails, running next to locals who can’t wait to get off the pavement. Wenrich says the marathon is special to him, whether he’s running it or helping in some capacity to make it a successful race for others. Looking at that photo of him crossing the finish line, it is clear that, indeed, running really does feel good. “It’s a well-organized race,” he says. “I just really enjoy it. The course just makes it so easy to run.” With so much Mayor’s Marathon experience, Wenrich is a knowledge well of information. He recommends novice runners begin their race conservatively. “That’s one of the biggest things I’ve seen; they go out too fast,” he says. “With the crowd coming out of Bartlett, it’s easy to do. All the adrenaline’s flowing. ... They get over into those tank trails and get pretty tired.” And above all, as he has demonstrated himself, never give up. In 2010, his wife and stepdaughter had alerted a local television station that it would be Wenrich’s 30th year running the Mayor’s. When Wenrich told his wife, “I sure hope I can finish,” she replied, “You better – there’s going to be a reporter from Channel 2 there.” He didn’t stop then, and he hasn’t stopped yet. That’s the best advice a runner could ask for. ■
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Let’s Keep



Spine Surgery 2012-2013 Orthopedic Services 2009-2012 Joint Replacements 2007-2012



First in Alaska to be certified by The Joint Commission for hip and knee replacements.



www.alaskaregional.com
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Can you hear me now? Amateur radio operators play key role in Mayor’s Marathon By Lisa Maloney



W



ith so many different organizations pitching in to make this race a success, keeping all the moving parts in sync is every bit as challenging as you’d expect. As ubiquitous as they are, cell phones just aren’t the ideal medium for race communications – their point-to-point format limits you to speaking with only one person at a time. That awkward game of telephone isn’t fast or flexible enough to keep up with the fastchanging developments of a marathon in action. The solution: Perennial volunteers from the Anchorage Amateur Radio Club, whose radio repeaters – stationed at high vantage points around the Anchorage Bowl – make it possible to cover the entire race with handheld radios. John Lynn, past president and active member of the AARC, explains: “If the repeater can hear a radio ... it retransmits the signal so that all of the other radios in the area on the same frequency can also hear.” You’ll find the AARC’s amateur radio operators (or HAMs) just about everywhere on the course. They’re at the aid stations, with the “sag wagon,” shadowing the race director, even acting as course sweeps on bicycle or foot. They help coordinate resupplies between aid stations, commu-



Lara Baker, AL2R, Net Control, at the 2011 Mayor’s Marathon race. jim larson, al7fs



nicate runners’ progress and needs, and keep everybody involved apprised of developing situations. The end result is a sort of “party line” for the marathon, where one person can speak to everybody on the same frequency at once. A second, separate “party line” (run off a different repeater) offers the same facility for the half-marathon. As long as they’re close to a HAM on the correct frequency, volunteers and race officials know exactly what’s going on in relation to their event in real time – no waiting for a message to make the rounds. Ready? Set? Go!



Local HAMs have been assisting with the Mayor’s Marathon for so long that nobody’s entirely sure when they first became involved. Even so, the race happens to fall on one of the busiest weekends of the year – which Lynn says can sometimes make rounding up enough volunteers a challenge. What do they get in return for all their hard work? “It’s a thrill to see the runners along the trail and finally at the finish line,” Lynn notes, adding that “both the fastest and the most challenged runners provide memorable moments each year.” Sometimes there’s also excitement from moose on or
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near the trail or, less frequently, bears. (For tips on running with wildlife, see Page 18.) The Mayor’s Marathon also happens to coincide with a nationwide Amateur Radio emergency preparedness exercise called “Field Day.” For people who don’t operate amateur radio, HAMs provide an invisible safety net in case of emergency – for them, both the race and Field Day are chances for HAMs to flex and refine that net. “Each HAM must bring his own equipment and be able to operate anywhere from an hour to as many as eight hours,” says Lynn. “We have lists of common things that should be in each individual’s ‘go kit’ for the race, and they find others they want to add each year as they do it. These individuals’ go kits are then ready when they need to go help in an actual emergency.” Wanna be a HAM?



Intrigued? The best way to get a frontrow seat at an event like this, Lynn says, is to get your HAM license and volunteer to help. (Morse code is no longer a requirement.) You can get more information or find active clubs in your area via the national organization, www.arrl.org/getinvolved) or visit the Anchorage and Valley club sites at www.kl7aa.net and www.kl7jfu.com, respectively. ■
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Denali Backcountry Escape SEE THE BEST THAT DENALI BACKCOUNTRY HAS TO OFFER!
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ALASKA DENALI ESCAPES • ANCHORAGE DENALI EXPRESS • DENALI BACKCOUNTRY LODGE • DENALI CABINS • DENALI BACKCOUNTRY ADVENTURE



Travel aboard the Anchorage Denali Express, dine at Prey Bar & Eatery, and enjoy all the comforts of your own private cedar cabin at Denali Cabins then at the exclusive Denali Backcountry Lodge. Experience Denali National Park — whether you want to just relax in the outdoor hot tubs, explore the area, or indulge in a Jet Boat Safari, Rafting, Flightseeing, or Glacier Landing — we have something for everyone.



Three nights starting from $610* Drive & Save, self drive options starting from $440* Limited offer based on special packaging and limited availability. Mention Code: akcoast13 Offer expires June 30, 2013



www.AlaskaDenaliTravel.com 1.866.900.1992 *Per person, based on double occupancy. This offer is valid on new bookings only and cannot be combined with any other specials or discounts.
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Now that you’re here Other ways to explore Anchorage after your running shoes are off By Lisa Maloney



KA PUBLIC LANDS INFORMATION CENTER



(www.alaskacenters.gov/anchorage.cfm), a one-stop source for everything outdoors, including a selection of maps and books. (The Public Lands Information Center is operated by a variety of federal and state agencies like the U.S. Forest Service, National Park Service and Alaska State Parks. Technically it’s a federal facility, so you’ll need to show a government-issued ID and pass through a metal detector on the way in.) If you’d like to give your feet a rest, the ALASKA RAILROAD (www.alaskarailroad. com) offers daily trips both north and south. Of particular note, the Glacier Discovery train transports you south to the rugged Portage Valley and Spencer Whistle Stop, one of just a few whistle stops left in the United States. Here, you can take part in a day-trip hike with local outfitter



Courtesy Alaska Railroad



A



fter the rush of crossing the finish line, sightseeing might seem like an afterthought – but Alaska’s largest city is far more than a race route. Make the most of limited visiting time by getting oriented at the downtown FOURTH AVENUE VISITOR CENTER (www.anchorage.net). Located in a quaint little log cabin, this is “information central” for every brand of adventure. If your feet aren’t too worn out from running, this is also the start of a self-guided walking tour through downtown Anchorage (pick up the tour brochure inside). If you’d like to tour some of the Anchorage trails you didn’t see during the marathon, the ANCHORAGE LIGHT SPEED PLANET WALK starts with a giant model of the sun at Fifth Avenue and G Street. Models of the planets are distributed around town to scale, so you can walk to each planet in the same amount of time it’d take light to travel there from the sun. If you’re more interested in the flip side of life, the GHOST TOURS OF ANCHORAGE depart from Snow City Cafe (1034 W. 4th Ave.) most evenings of the week, walking you through a few of this storied city’s reputed hauntings. (ghosttoursofanchorage.com) If outdoor activities are high on your list, cross Fourth Avenue and enter the ALAS-



The Alaska Railroad can transport you from Anchorage to the Spencer Glacier whistle stop. Ascending Path (www.ascendingpath. com) or float through Spencer Lake and down the Place River with Chugach Adventures (www.alaskanrafting.com). The train also travels to Grandview for stunning glacier-viewing opportunities before retracing its route back to Anchorage. SALMON BERRY TOURS (www.salmonberrytours.com) offers Mayor’s Marathon specials for 2013. Its arsenal of tours includes everything from glacier hikes and dog mushing to a tour of historic Crow Creek gold mine and an up-close look at the world of “Ice Road Truckers.” If you’d rather explore on your own – and don’t worry, you don’t need a guide to properly see the best of Anchorage and its surroundings – the downtown ANCHORAGE MUSEUM (www.anchoragemuseum. org) offers four floors of Alaska history and culture. The museum opens daily at 9 a.m. and offers a “Culture Pass” combo deal with the ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER (www.alaskanative.net). Located in east Anchorage, the Native Heritage Center is an indoor and outdoor introduction to the culture and lifestyle of Alaska’s First People. Stunning displays, educational interpretive exhibits, and an outdoor village
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site depicting Alaska’s major tribal groups and their history are just the start of what you’ll find in this facility. Just a few miles from the Alaska Native Heritage Center, scenic ARCTIC VALLEY (www.skiarctic.net) offers miles of uninterrupted hiking in alpine tundra. It’s also the site of Anchorage’s oldest ski area. Take the Glenn Highway north, exiting at Arctic Valley Road (part of the Mayor’s Marathon route). A winding gravel road eventually deposits you at a trailhead with easy access to Chugach State Park. (Parking costs $5 per vehicle.) For the best views with the least effort, hike up nearby Rendezvous Peak and walk the ridge leading southeast, overlooking South Fork Eagle River Valley (another great hiking destination) to the north. No services are available at this trailhead, so do dress for ever-changing weather and bring water, snacks and bug spray. To explore the other activities available in and around Anchorage, plus a wealth of unique Alaska eating establishments to help you refuel after the race, go to the Visit Anchorage website (www.anchorage.net) or the Mayor’s Marathon website (mayorsmarathon.com). ■
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Relay exchange zone driving directions arathon relay runners are responsible for their own transportation to and from the exchange zones. Plan ahead and know the race route well so as not to miss an exchange. Exchange Zone No. 1



From Bartlett High School (the marathon start), turn left on Muldoon Road. Cross over the Glenn Highway and immediately turn left onto the on-ramp, merging onto the northbound Glenn Highway. Drive approximately two miles and take the Arctic Valley Road exit. Follow Arctic Valley Road for about another two miles, then turn right on Oilwell Road/Tank Trails. The exchange zone is at the Mile 7.1 aid station. Exchange Zone No. 2



From Exchange Zone No. 1, return to Arctic Valley Road and follow signs to get back to the Glenn Highway. Take the Glenn Highway southbound and exit at Muldoon Road south. Stay on Muldoon until it makes a sweeping curve to the west (right)



and becomes Tudor Road. Turn left at the light for Campbell Airstrip Road. Drive approximately three miles up Campbell Airstrip Road: The exchange zone will be at the Mile 15 aid station in the north parking lot of Bicentennial Park. Make sure to arrange for early drop-offs at this station. Once the marathon reaches the Mile 15 aid station, traffic on Campbell Airstrip Road will be extremely limited. Exchange Zone No. 3



From Exchange Zone No. 2, return to Tudor Road and take a left. Follow Tudor for about two miles, then turn right at the Elmore Road stoplight. Elmore Road intersects with Providence Drive at a three-way stop; turn left. Follow Providence Drive and take a right at the stoplight for UAA Drive. Follow UAA Drive for approximately half a mile, then turn right into the Goose Lake Park parking area. The exchange zone is located near the Goose Lake pedestrian bridge.



Finish Line at Delaney Park Strip



From Exchange Zone No. 3, take a right onto UAA Drive. Turn left at the stoplight for Northern Lights Boulevard. Follow Northern Lights for about three miles. At Minnesota Drive, turn right and drive for approximately two miles. The finish line will be at the west end of the Delaney Park Strip, between Ninth and 10th avenues. ■



ALASKA NATIVE HERITAGE CENTER



Experience Alaska’s Native People



KAYAKERS Rustic Wilderness Lodge on Resurection Bay



P.O.Box 672



Seward, AK



COVE



907-224-8662
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Learn about Alaska Native values and traditions • Tour life-size Native village sites • Explore Native art with on-site demonstrations by artisans • See Alaska Native dancing • Download the ANHC app



open daily: May 12, 2013 - September 2, 2013



A nonprofit organization



(907) 330-8000 or (800) 315-6608 alaskanative.net
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BODY ALLURE



Finally a cellulite cream that really works! • Tighten and firm skin • Reduce cellulite • Great for after baby or changes in weight



Scientifically tested, average results in 8 week clinical trial 51% improvement, some skin types as high as 90%. For fabulous legs and firmer skin, see what Body Allure can do for you. Order direct from web site for speedy delivery. Enroll as a distributor for the 2 pack and receive wholesale pricing. Listen to the 4 minute video to find out how you can earn a further discount on future orders. www.myday1.com/buildyourfuturenow QUESTIONS? Call Bridget (907) 240-9692 (Evenings)



Try to keep things in perspective. First, finish the race. worry about an endorsement deal later.



Hosted by tHe



Kenai Chamber of Commerce and Visitor Center



Sunday, September 29 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Registration Includes free shirts for the first 200 runners. No changing events on race day. the course will be open for 7 hours from Marathon race start.



register online at:



www. kenairivermarathon.org Volunteers contact dr. Pete Hansen at [email protected] or (907) 283-4611. Call bob Frates at Kenai Parks and Recreation at (907) 283-3692 for more information. There will be no race-day regisTraTion.
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Big Wild Life or big wildlife?



alaska stock



Tips for navigating Anchorage’s not-so-urban trails By Lisa Maloney



T



he Mayor’s Marathon offers a combination of city and wildland trails you won’t find anywhere else. With that comes something else – moose and bears. Most of the time, these wild creatures want nothing to do with humans; as long as they hear you coming, they’ll clear out before you even realize they were there. Rest assured that course marshals sweep the marathon course of wildlife before it starts. Still, the route along the Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson tank trails takes you straight through prime moose and bear habitat – so you should know what to do if you happen to see an animal the size of a large car blocking the trail. The worst kind of moose or bear encounter is a surprise, because the animals might attack if they feel you’ve invaded their space. The best cure for this is prevention. Running in groups helps – that’s not hard to do when you’re surrounded by more than a thousand other racers – and so does making noise. Wear bear bells, clap your hands, or play music on an iPod (no earbuds) so that animals can hear you coming in time to get out of the way. Awareness is important too, so keep those earbuds out at least until you’ve left



the tank trails – and keep an eye on your surroundings; if the wind is blowing your way, you might spot a moose or bear before it even knows you’re there. If you see a bear at a distance, back up quickly and quietly (but don’t run); stay facing the bear as you move and, if it notices you and moves toward you, stop and stand your ground. If you see a bear on the trail: Stop running, raise your arms above your head to look larger, and talk to the bear in a calm voice so it knows you’re human. If you’re in a group, stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the other runners to make yourselves look even larger. A bear might take a minute or two to identify you before lumbering on its way. Despite what the movies tell you, a bruin that stands up on its hind legs isn’t aggressive; it’s just trying to get a good look at you and figure out what you are. You’re much more likely to see moose along the trail than bears, and some Alaskans will tell you that moose are the scarier of the two animals. If a moose is along the trail, either stop and wait for it to move on or take a wide detour around it. When choosing your detour, give the moose lots of space (a minimum of 10 yards, preferably more) and make sure you’re not un-
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intentionally cornering the moose – these large, fast, and notoriously cantankerous animals need an escape route, too. If you see a moose with its ears pinned back or the hairs raised on its back, it’s angry and you’d do best to give it an especially wide berth. When provoked, moose are much more aggressive than their daintier deer cousins. They can kick with both their front and hind feet and, unlike a horse, they can kick to the sides. So if a moose charges, running away is a very good idea. Plan B is to duck behind a large tree because, in theory, your two-leg-drive will let you dodge around the tree faster than the moose’s four-leg-drive. Playing tag around a tree with a half-ton animal isn’t anybody’s idea of fun, though, so use the same prevention tactics described above to help prevent moose encounters and, if you’re unsure about your ability to go around a moose, stop and wait it out. No race is important enough to be kicked or stomped by a grumpy cow moose out to protect her offspring. Fish and Game offers many other helpful tips on wildlife safety at its website, www. adfg.state.ak.us. So does Visit Anchorage at www.anchorage.net. ■
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Alaska Aviation Museum Join us for the:



Earn your Outdoor Leadership AAS Degree in Valdez, Alaska Tall Mountains, Low Tuition www.pwscc.edu



(800) 478-8800



2013 Salmon Bake and Centennial Celebration!



- Live Music - Food Featuring Special Guests - Beer Garden and Aerobatic Pilots: - Fly Bys Patty Wagstaff and Debbie Gary Sunday, July 14 at the museum 3:00-6:00pm



Tickets:



$35 for adults $15 for kids



Call 248-5325 for tickets www.alaskaairmuseum.org



4721 Aircraft Dr. Anchorage, AK 99502



Experience and photograph this Ice Age survivor up close with a guided tour of our unique working farm THE



MUSK OX FARM



OPEN MOTHER’S DAY TO MIDSEPTEMBER • TOURS DAILY 106 MILE 50 GLENN HWY • 12850 E. ARCHIE RD • PALMER, AK WWW.MUSKOXFARM.ORG 907-745-4151 TOURS • GIFTS • MUSEUM



Daily Coach Service Seward • Anchorage • Talkeetna • Denali



Denali NP



The ONLY transportation between Seward and Denali National Park in the same day! E S PRE S X



Talkeetna



Anchorage - Seward (3 hrs) ............... $65 Anchorage - Whittier (1.5 hrs) ............ $65



E S PRE S X



Anchorage - Denali (5.5 hrs) ............... $90 Seward - Denali (10 hrs) ................... $155



Anchorage



Anchorage - Seward (same day roundtrip) $90 Adult passenger fares - Children under age of 12 years 50% of adult fare. E S PRE S X



Save $10! on daily Express Service Departures



Whittier Seward



1-800-208-0200 • alaskacoach.com



Call us to book your reservations or visit us online for full Park Connection schedules & information.
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The Jones Counter goes for a ride USATF-certified Mayor’s is qualifier for bigger races By Lisa Maloney



T



he Mayor’s Marathon (and halfmarathon) courses are USA Track & Field certified. That brings with it a few perks: You can use your time in the Mayor’s Marathon as a qualifier for other races or for national ranking; you can easily compare your time on the course against your time on other certified courses; and you’ll receive credit for any records you set. But how does the certification actually happen? For the answer we turned to Brian Dean, chief of course for the Mayor’s Marathon. He explained that at its heart, course certification depends on documenting and measuring the course so that anyone can easily and accurately reproduce the same route. The actual course measurements are



done with a Jones Counter, a device that attaches to the front wheel of a bicycle and counts the wheel’s revolutions – think of it as a pedal-powered measuring wheel. “Despite all the advances in GIS and GPS mapping,” says Dean, “the Jones Counter still remains the most accurate.” That accuracy is, understandably, a big deal when it comes to measuring marathons. The Jones Counter is calibrated by riding the bike on a certified calibration course both before and after the actual measurements are made; changes in temperature, weather, equipment and course conditions are all taken into account. The race course itself is measured twice, and the two measurements must be within .08 percent of each other to be valid. To give you an idea of how accurate that is,



.08 percent of 26.2 miles is just less than 111 feet – a distance that championship marathon runners can cover in about 10 seconds. Certified courses can be marginally longer than the requisite 26.2 miles, but they can’t be any shorter. To ensure that the Mayor’s Marathon course doesn’t come up short, Dean measures along the best line a runner could take. “If there is a portion of the course where a corner can be cut, I measure the cut corner,” he explains.  “On twisting or curving trails or bike paths, I follow a course that approximates as straight a line as possible through the curves.” You can read more about what it means (and takes) to certify a course at usatf.org, under the “Resources for ... Event Directors” tab. ■



KIDS GO FREE!



with purchase of an adult fare alaskan special only



anchorage's closest rafting-perfect for all ages adventure birthday parties & custom tour options #1 day tour on the glacier discovery train
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KENAI FJORDS TOURS ALASKA’S #1 WILDLIFE AND GLACIER CRUISE



Fox island exclusive Every visit to Fox Island includes a buffet-style wild Alaska salmon and prime rib meal.



KENAI FJORDS’ ORIGINAL TOUR OPERATOR SINCE 1974 • OFFICE: 1304 FOURTH AVENUE SEWARD, ALASKA
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Cruise the Pristine Waters of Kenai Fjords National Park We pioneered the art of exploring Kenai Fjords National Park. Cruise with us aboard the catamarans and sightseeing vessels specifically designed with your comfort in mind. Walk-around decks provide up-close views of active wildlife, massive tidewater glaciers and incredible scenery. • Every tour includes a satisfying meal at no additional cost • See graceful whales, colorful puffins, playful otters,



towering glaciers and more



• Only tour operator to offer visits to our remote getaway



on Fox Island – lodge stays also available



• Kayak and cruise combos available



Come join the most experienced, knowledgeable captains and crew for the cruise of a lifetime through Kenai Fjords National Park!



© CATHY HART



© CATHY HART



Choose Your Cruise National Park Tour Our most popular tour! Cruise through Kenai Fjords National Park to view abundant wildlife and spectacular tidewater glaciers. The 10 a.m. tour includes a buffet-style meal at Fox Island.



Northwestern Fjord Tour



FOX ISLAND



Premium full-day cruise to tidewater glaciers and the magnificent Northwestern Fjord. Cruise through the Chiswell Islands, part of the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge.



Captain’s Choice Tour Smaller vessel for a more intimate experience with cruise routes tailored daily to provide the best wildlife and glacier viewing. Always complimentary: healthy meal and wildlife guide



Resurrection Bay Wildlife Tours Featuring Fox Island Half-day tours highlighting marine wildlife, incredible scenery and our exclusive Fox Island day lodge. Complimentary, buffet-style wild Alaska salmon and prime rib meal.



888 - 478 -3346 • KenaiFjords.com/COAST
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$45 off regular price June halibut Weekdays only Mention this ad
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Help along the way Aid stations offer oasis for marathon runners By Lisa Maloney



Aid Stations are located at the following Mile points: Marathon: 2, 4, 7.1, 9.2, 11, 13, 15, 17.8, 19.5, 20.5, 21, 23 and 25.2. Half marathon: 2.6, 4.8, 6.5, 8.2, 10 and 11.5. 



SAM WASSON



T



he Mayor’s Marathon course is a worthy challenge, but you’ll never be running in a vacuum. In addition to course marshals at the front of the pack and trail sweeps behind, you’ll also pass 13 aid stations on the full marathon (the half-marathon has six). Each aid station has a dozen or more people dispensing water, snacks, first aid and, better yet, inspiration, appreciation and motivation. There’s even a contest for the best aid station. The group that does the best job of supplying runners with energy drinks and snacks, and providing a fun, supportive environment for passing runners in the marathon and half marathon, wins $500 and will be featured on next year’s event webpage and Mayor’s Marathon edition of Coast magazine. Each aid station will have a minimum of water, Ultima replenisher, oranges and pretzels. Some stations have additional food and drink options; it depends on who’s running the station in question. Most aid stations are run by nonprofits, although a few are sponsored by businesses like Conoco Phillips and The Alaska Club. Even when between aid stations, you’ll never be entirely alone. Mobile medics patrol between aid stations on six-wheel all-terrain vehicless from Mile 7 to Mile 15, and on bicycles from Mile 15 to the finish. If you’re injured and can’t make it to an aid station, just ask another runner to report your location and the nature of your injury at the next aid station. The nearest mobile medic will be dispatched to your location by radio. Once you hit the finish, race organizers provide watermelon, bananas, oranges and bagels. Spectators are welcome to share the treats, but please let the runners have first chance. Also, Great Harvest Bread Co. will be on-hand to offer chunks (they just can’t be called slices) of delicious bread. ■



SHUTTLE SERVICE Race organizers have provided a free shuttle bus service to help runners get to the marathon start, then back to their cars again after finishing. The shuttle route starts at First Baptist Church (1100 W. 10th Ave.). The bus also stops at the Downtown 6th & G Street parking garage (which doubles as a bus station) and the Sheraton Hotel on Denali Street. It then continues on to the marathon start at Bartlett High School. Departure times are approximate. Morning Shuttle Schedule



Marathon Runners and Walkers 8 a.m. start Bus Stop



Departure Times



First Baptist Church (1100 W. 10th Ave.)



6 a.m.



6:30 a.m.



7 a.m.



Downtown parking garage/ bus station (6th Avenue & G Street)



6:10 a.m.



6:40 a.m.



7:10 a.m.



Sheraton Anchorage Hotel (Denali Street & 6th Avenue)



6:20 a.m.



6:50 a.m.



7:20 a.m.



Bartlett High marathon start area



6:35 a.m.



7:05 a.m.



7:35 a.m.



Spectators are welcome to ride along, but should be aware that seats go to runners first. The buses heading to the marathon start are usually full of runners, with no room left for spectators. After the Race



To get from the finish line to your car, catch the shuttle at First Baptist Church (1100 W. 10th Ave.). It will loop back through the same route (including the start area), with departures every 20 to 30 minutes. The last bus leaves at 5:30 p.m.
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ST.AUGUSTINE’S Romancing the Sea Since 1983 •Comfortable wall tents, Delicious meals & outdoor adventure!•



Awesome Kayaking Menu



•Workshops•



HOMER AIR



•Guided sea kayaking• •Mountain biking• Full Day • Half Day Paddle/Hike Combo Paddle/Hike/Dine Overnight Packages



True North Kayak Adventures



New 18 passenger USCG certified water taxi Guided Kayak Trips Kayak Rentals
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40th annual Mayor’s Marathon Nuts and bolts on the front, and all medical personnel will wear medical T-shirts.



REGISTRATION



Online registration is encouraged at www. mayorsmarathon.com. Forms for mail-in registration can be downloaded from the Mayor’s Marathon website. Last-chance, in-person registration can be done at the Marathon Expo, June 20 and 21. There will be NO bib pick-up, registration, or event changes on race day.



SAG WAGON/RACE WITHDRAWAL



A “Sag Wagon” will be available to pick up withdrawn racers at any aid station after Mile 15. Just let the medical personnel know you’d like to be picked up. TIME LIMITS FOR MARATHON WALKERS



EXPO AND BIB PICK-UP



SAM WASSON



The Marathon Expo and bib pick-up will be held at the Sheraton Anchorage Hotel (401 E. Sixth Ave.) 3-8 p.m. Thursday, June 20; and 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Friday, June 21. Please bring photo ID! RACE START TIMES AND PLACES



The 26.2-mile marathon and marathon relay begin at 8 a.m. June 22 at Bartlett High School (in East Anchorage). The 13.1-mile half-marathon, 4-miler and 1.6-mile youth cup start at 9 a.m. at the west end of the Delaney Park Strip.



CONTACT



Anchorage Parks and Recreation (907) 3434296; race director Michael Friess (907) 2274643 or [email protected].



MARATHON START



AWARDS/MEDALS



You can drive or take the free shuttle bus (see Page 26) to the marathon start. If you drive, Bartlett High School is at 25500 North Muldoon Road. Take any east/west thoroughfare all the way east to Muldoon. Turn north (left) on Muldoon and continue past the Glenn Highway. Bartlett is the second driveway on the right. Look for parking attendants, and start lining up for the start at 7:30 a.m.



All medals and awards will be presented at the west end of the Delaney Park Strip. Racers who wish to receive their medal must do so in person – NO medals will be sent to finishers via mail. VOLUNTEERS



Volunteers can sign up via the Anchorage Mayor’s Marathon website. All volunteers receive a shirt similar to what race finishers receive.



OTHER RACE STARTS



To reach the start of the half-marathon, four-miler and youth cup, be at the west end of the Delaney Park Strip (300 W. Ninth Ave.) by 8:30 a.m. Ample parking is available in the Sixth & G parking garage; access on Ninth and 10th avenues will be limited once the race begins.



AID STATIONS



Medical assistance is available to all participants at designated aid stations on all courses. Additional medical assistance will be available at the start of the marathon (Bartlett High School) and at the finish line for all races, the west end of the Delaney Park Strip.



PERSONAL BELONGINGS



Marathoners can deposit personal items in the bags provided – make sure your name and bib number are visible on the bag(s) and knot the bag(s) securely. Race officials and sponsors are not responsible for lost or damaged belongings.



MOBILE SUPPORT



Mobile medics will patrol miles 7 to 15 of the marathon’s “Tank Trail” section on sixwheeled all-terrain vehicles, and from mile 15 to the finish on bicycles. Medical vehicles will post a large Red Cross insignia
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Marathon walkers must line up behind all runners in the start area – they share the same 8 a.m. start time. All participants of the Mayor’s Marathon must complete the course by 4:30 p.m. to be considered an “official finisher.” Marathon walkers who maintain a sub-20-minutes/mile pace should finish within the 8.5-hour time limit. PHOTOGRAPHY



The official race photographer will be taking photos near Mile 16 and at the finish line. Make sure your bib number is visible or they won’t know who you are. You’ll receive an email no later than 10 days after the event with information on how to view your photo proof online. HEADPHONES



IPods/MP3 players are allowed, but runners are strongly encouraged to be aware of their surroundings. Safety is of paramount priority, and race officials reserve the right to rescind this allowance. TIMING



The 2013 Mayor’s Marathon events will use a chip-style timing system; the chip is in your numbered bib, so DO make sure to wear your bib and DO NOT fold or crunch your bib. See the Mayor’s Marathon website FAQ section for additional timing chip information. RESULTS



Unofficial results will be updated throughout the day at mayorsmarathon.com, beginning at about 11:30 a.m. Alaska Standard Time. Unofficial results also will be submitted to the Anchorage Daily News, and all runners will receive a copy of the official results by email (in roughly four to six weeks). ■
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Cheering section These hot spots offer best views of race in progress



RICK COFFEY



I



f you’re not quite ready to run the marathon, turning out to cheer is the next best way of joining the race. Although spectators are welcome on the shuttle buses (see Page 26), runners are given priority, and buses to the start area are often full. So be ready with your own transportation or hoof it yourself to some key viewpoints that will let you cheer on the athletes. First, where you can’t stand and watch: Both Arctic Valley Road and Campbell Airstrip Road are closed for viewing purposes. Vehicular traffic in these areas is limited or closed entirely when runners are in the area. Now, on to where you can watch – and in fact, the places you’re likely to find the best views. We’ve included driving directions for each viewing point and, if you turn to the map on Page 24, you’ll see each station identified by a pair of binoculars and a number.



doon Road and turn left (south). After about 2.5 miles – just as Muldoon begins a sweeping curve to the right – turn left at Pioneer Drive. Follow Pioneer Drive through the residential subdivision and turn right on Klutina Drive. From there, follow the gravel road to the pump station, and park on the side of the road. Don’t block the gravel road, and don’t park in the subdivision. You’ll need to walk a half-mile down the trail to reach the marathon course. Viewing Point No. 3



The Start



Spectators are welcome to watch the marathon start from Bartlett High School, but there is no spectator parking on the Bartlett grounds. The closest spectator parking area is at the Tikahtnu Commons mall area or the nearby Anchorage Veterans Affairs Outpatient Clinic. Spectators may ride the participant shuttles from Downtown on a space-available basis, but runners get priority for boarding the shuttle and space is usually very limited on race morning. Viewing Point No. 1



From the Bartlett High School parking lot, turn left on Muldoon Road. Cross over the Glenn Highway and turn left on Boundary Avenue. Take a left onto the frontage road and park in the turnout past the power plant. You’ll need to walk about a quartermile down a gravel road to reach the marathon course. Viewing Point No. 2



From Viewing Point No. 1, go back to Mul-



From Viewing Point No. 2, turn left onto Muldoon Road. Continue on Muldoon as it curves to the right and becomes Tudor Road. Turn left at the stoplight for Boniface Parkway and park in the Alaska State Troopers parking lot. The marathon course runs parallel to Tudor Road – please be careful when turning. Viewing Point No. 4



From Viewing Point No. 3, head north on Boniface Parkway. Turn left at the stoplight for Northern Lights Boulevard. Turn right at the stoplight for Bragaw Street. Turn right on East 20th Avenue, then make another right into the East High School parking lot. Reach the marathon course by crossing Northern Lights at the intersection. Viewing Point No. 5



From Viewing Point No. 4, go back to Northern Lights Boulevard and turn right. Make another right onto Lake Otis Parkway and travel half a mile to the Davenport Baseball Fields parking lot (on your right). Park in
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this lot and look for the runners’ trail to the north, behind the ball fields. Viewing Point No. 6



From Viewing Point No. 5, go back to Northern Lights Boulevard and turn right. Then turn right onto A Street. At the bottom of the hill turn right on East 16th Avenue, then right into the parking lot of the Sullivan Arena/Ben Boeke Ice Arena. The marathon course follows the Chester Creek Trail to the south of the parking lot, along the greenbelt. You can reach the course via a short paved path that leads between the football stadium and the outdoor hockey rinks. Viewing Point No. 7



From Viewing Point No. 6, turn left onto 16th Avenue (the way you came). Turn right on Cordova Street, then turn left at the stoplight for 15th Avenue. Follow 15th Avenue until you can make a right turn on I Street. After three blocks, turn left on 12th Avenue. Shortly after, turn left on N Street. Continue down N Street, then turn right on 15th Avenue. Parking is available along the street, but is extremely limited. The marathon course runs right beside the street. The Finish Line



From Viewing Point No. 7, go back to N Street and follow it north. N Street ends near the finish line, which is on the west end of the Delaney Park Strip between Ninth and 10th avenues. On-street parking is available, but limited – please respect the neighborhood and don’t block driveways. ■
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Celebrate the 4th of July week in Valdez with Uncle Salmon! June 29: Kite Festival July 4: Independence Day Celebration July 6: Pink Salmon Cook-off and Festival For details on events & registration for the cook-off go to:



valdezalaska.org/events



ALASKA
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2013 Mayor’s Marathon & Half Marathon Official Sponsors



2012



Presenting Sponsor



Host Hotel



Gold Sponsors



Silver Sponsors



Bronze Sponsors



The Mayor’s marathon & Half Marathon is hosted by the University of Alaska Anchorage and the Municipality of Anchorage. 5 0 • June 2 0 1 2 • C O AST • www.coast-ma g a zine.com
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BIB FIRST NAME LAST NAME AGE CITY STATE 1 Matthew Novakovich 39 Anchorage AK 2 Trond Flagstad 43 Anchorage AK 3 Matias Saari 42 Anchorage AK 4 Benjamin P Ward 38 Anchorage AK 5 Tor Christopherson 31 Anchorage AK 6 Brenton Knight 29 Anchorage AK 7 Mark Iverson 31 Anchorage AK 8 Eric Strabel 31 Anchorage AK 9 Rory Egelus 26 Palmer AK 10 Barney Griffith 55 Anchorage AK 11 Ryan Cox 23 Anchorage AK 12 John Novak 20 Anchorage AK 13 Clint Mccool 49 Anchorage AK 14 Jens Beck 43 Anchorage AK 15 Patrick Conway 36 Anchorage AK 16 Brad Benter 46 Anchorage AK 17 Erik Johnson 36 Seward AK 18 A William Stoll 33 Anchorage AK 19 Steve Gilles 55 Indian AK 20 William Ross 24 Anchorage AK 21 Harlow Robinson 46 Anchorage AK 22 Thomas Gillespie 60 Seward AK 23 Erik Mundahl 26 Anchorage AK 24 Todd Bethard 39 Anchorage AK 25 John Klein 19 Anchorage AK 26 Corey Kline 35 Boulder CO 27 Nicholas Swann 27 Seward AK 28 Mark Brady 30 Anchorage AK 29 Darin Markwardt 32 Palmer AK 30 Peter Mamrol 19 Anchorage AK 31 Karl Romig 55 Cooper landing AK 32 Solomon D\’ Amico 29 Seward AK 33 Shawn Erchinger 45 Colorado springs CO 34 Dan Marshall 52 Seward AK 35 Bixler McClure 27 Seward AK 36 Silas Talbot 20 Anchorage AK 37 Alexander Babos 20 Anchorage Ak 38 Todd Lowery 43 Eagle River AK 39 Brandon Rinner 38 Anchorage AK 40 Jonathan Harvey 30 Anchorage AK 41 Andrew Buchanan 20 seward AK 42 Pyper Dixon 22 Seward AK 43 Conor Deal 20 Anchorage AK 44 Fred Thomas 58 Meeteetse WY 45 Spencer Jonas 21 Girdwood AK 46 Greg Brown 66 Anchorage AK 47 Vin Robinson 42 Anchorage AK 48 Ivan Chikigak-steadman 30 Anchorage AK 49 Timothy Blake 46 Anchorage AK 50 David Apperson 25 Anchorage AK 51 Bill Spencer 57 Anchorage AK 52 Jeffrey Johnson 56 Anchorage AK 53 Marten Martensen 44 Anchorage AK
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Alaska's Focus Photography



Mount Marathon Roster 2013 54 Cody Chard 55 Brandon King 56 Vandaz Madison 57 Josiah Martin 58 Kyle Willard 59 Shane LaRue 60 Stephen Wescott 61 Bryce Rodgers 62 Jeff Buchanan 63 Lucas Schlemme 64 Cole Deal 65 Troy Walters 66 Miles Knotek 67 Ivan David Isaacs 68 Timothy Samuelson 69 Randall Sperry 70 Ronald Nelson 71 Allen Clendaniel 72 Karl Mechtenberg 73 Kipp Dixon 74 Rex Shields 75 Wylie Mangelsdorf 76 Fred Moore 77 Roger Kemppel 78 Clarence Pautzke 79 David Aquino 80 David Rebischke 81 William English 82 Thomas Coolidge 83 Rod Anderson 84 Robert Huppert 85 John Williams 86 Tab Ballantine 87 Michael Koropp 88 Braun Kopsack 89 Steve Nimmo 90 Flip Foldager 91 Robert Butera 92 Thomas Swann 93 Michael Squires 94 Thomas Conley 95 James T Rodgers 96 Michael Tranel 97 Karl Swanson 98 Mark Jacobsen 99 Darin Marin 100 Jerry Cosgrave 101 Chris Clifford 102 Kris D\’Alessandro 103 Steven Isaacs 104 Christopher Morton 105 DuWayne Ruzicka 106 Robert Forgit 107 David Kochendorfer 



18 Anchorage AK 18 Palmer AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Kenai AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Palmer AK 18 Eagle River AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Seward AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Moose Pass AK 18 Anchorage AK 68 Anchorage AK 42 Eagle River AK 40 Seattle WA 35 Anchorage AK 33 Seward AK 24 Seward AK 24 Springville Utah 21 Palmer AK 73 Seward AK 71 Anchorage AK 67 Anchorage AK 65 Anchorage AK 63 Anchorage AK 62 Anchorage AK 62 Anchorage AK 60 Anchorage AK 60 Wasilla AK 58 Palmer AK 58 Anchorage AK 58 anchorage AK 56 Palmer AK 56 Fayetteville AR 56 Seward AK 55 Anchorage AK 55 Seward AK 55 Anchorage AK 54 Chugiak AK 54 Anchorage AK 54 Skagway AK 54 Talkeetna AK 53 Anchorage AK 52 Anchorage AK 52 Anchorage AK 52 Anchorage AK 52 Fredericksburg VA 52 Anchorage AK 52 Anchorage AK 51 Anchorage AK 51 Anchorage AK 51 Anchorage AK
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Mount Marathon Race Official Rules



T



he 2013 Mount Marathon Race includes two new rules this year it is stressing to all participants. The rules are designed to ensure that all racers are prepared for the 3,022-foot climb and that they make realistic goals on finishing. They are as follows: New Rule Cut-Off Time Checkpoint All racers must reach the CutOff time checkpoint on the mountain before the cut-off times listed below and complete the race before the cut-off times listed below, or they will be disqualified from the race. Senior racers must cross past the Junior Race Point (halfway up the mountain) within one hour (60 minutes) of their start time. Seniors who do not complete the race within 2.5 hours will not receive an official time. Junior racers must cross by Squirrels’ Inn within 30-minutes of their start time, and complete the race in 1.5 hours or less to remain eligible for Priority Status.   New Rule First-Time Racers Must Complete Entire Race Course Prior to Race Day Before first-time racers will be allowed to pick up their bibs, racers (or their parent or guardian if under 18) must sign a statement stating they have completed the entire race course prior to race day. Rules of Conduct • No climbing aids. • No shoes with metal cleats. • No identifying markers on the trail to guide runners. • No assistance on the trail except for first aid and dispensing of water. • No unfair or unsafe acts. • No headphones or listening devices. • Every runner must give way to a runner shouting “trail” in the act of passing. • Any runner still on the trail



from an earlier race shall give way to runners in the current race. • Applicants may not falsify any information on the application form. • Participants in the senior races must show a valid photo I.D. when picking up their bib or face disqualification. • Participants may not trade bibs or provide their bibs and race identification to other individuals. • Runners must have their race bib and timing chip when crossing the finish line. Safety Meeting-Bib Pickup The safety meeting is 7:45 p.m. July 3 at Seward Senior High School, 2100 Swetmann Ave., and is co-located with Bib Pick-up. Attendance is mandatory for all first-time racers, even if they have run the course before. Juniors must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian for the entire event, including the video and bib pick-up. Bibs and timing chips will be provided to all first-timers following the safety meeting. Any first-timers who fail to attend this meeting will be disqualified and will need to re-apply through the lottery process to participate in a future race. Because the Mount Marathon Race is a challenging mountain run and terrain changes from year to year, all participants are encouraged to attend the safety meeting. Bandits Bandits are individuals who join the field of Mount Marathon Race competitors under
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fraudulent circumstances – obtaining a legal bib using false identification, using another runner’s bib, or breaking into the field of runners at any point without a bib or using a falsified bib. A bandit creates safety and liability issues for both other participants and race officials. Bandits also create errors in race timing if they cross the finish line. Bandits steal resources meant for registered runners who pay for them such as emergency personnel, permit fees, insurance costs, etc. If a bandit sustains an injury or other medical emergency, the race officials may not know who that person is or may think it’s someone else. This could result in serious consequences. Bandits violate the spirit of sportsmanship endorsed by the Mount Marathon Race and more importantly, impair the safety of all participants. As a result, identified bandits may face a lifetime ban from participating in the Mount Marathon Race, ban from other Alaska running events, and possible legal action. Waiver of Liability Each participant must sign a Waiver of Liability absolving the City of Seward, the Seward Chamber of Commerce, and any or all individuals connected with the race of any responsibility for injuries incurred while training for the race or during the race. A parent or legal guardian must sign the waiver on behalf of any participants in the Junior race. Acknowledgement of this Waiver of Liability during the



online Mount Marathon Racer Registration and Lottery Application processes constitutes your signature on the Waiver. Returning Timing Chips Racers with a timing chip who do not start or finish the race must notify a race official at race headquarters as soon as possible and turn in their chip to race headquarters. Finishers will exchange their chip for their finisher T-shirt. Any runner who does not return their timing chip will be charged a $25 ‘lost chip’ fee. Failure to pay the fee by July 20 will result in the LOSS OF YOUR PRIORITY RACE SPOT for the following year’s race. Race Cancellation The Mount Marathon Race has never been cancelled for weather. In the case of unhealthy air quality, extreme heat, or unexpected occurrence the Chamber of Commerce, in consultation with emergency management professionals, would issue an Emergency Alert to racers and the public. Racers choosing not to race due to the information in any such alert would maintain their Priority Racer Status the following year after notifying the Seward Chamber of Commerce in writing that they opted to not race in response to the Emergency Alert. Senior Racer Finishes Seniors who finish the Mount Marathon Race in 2.5 hours or less will receive an official time and their finish will be counted towards Veteran Status. ✱
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Safety first New rules, precautions in place for this year’s race By Melissa DeVaughn



M



ount Marathon can be an unforgiving place at any time, but when it’s wet or slippery, it can be downright dangerous. Racers in 2012 have stories to tell about that. Slippery terrain led to several injuries last year, some not-so serious and some lifethreatening. Racers Matt Kenney and Penny Assman both suffered serious injuries last year after slipping off a cliff section of the trail on their way down the mountain. Both ended up in the hospital, lucky to be alive. “It was traumatic for everyone,” said Cindy Clock, executive director for the Seward Chamber of Commerce. “And although we’ve heard from many participants asking that we proceed cautiously with implementing any changes, we feel that the new safety rules will not impact the integrity of the beloved race.” Still, for the majority of racers, Mount Marathon is an accomplishment to remember, not fraught with danger but packed with adrenaline. Finishers can count themselves among a distinguished population of racers who have conquered the mountain – safely. In an effort to keep everyone safe, race organizers have added two official rules, as well as some precautionary procedures to make navigating the mountain more clear. The two most important race rules include a mandatory cut-off time checkpoint and a required test run of the racecourse for all firsttime racers.. According to the new race rules all racers must reach a cut-off time checkpoint or they will be disqualified from the race. Senior racers must cross past the Junior Race Point (halfway up the mountain) within one hour (60 minutes) of their start time, or be turned back and disqualified from the race. Senior racers also must complete the race within 2.5 hours or they will not receive an official time. Junior racers must cross by a spot known as Squirrel’s Inn within 30 minutes of their start time and finish the race in 1.5 hours or less The second additional rule this year requires that all first-time racers must physically hike or run the racecourse before race day, and sign a statement stating that they have done so. “It’s clear that the Mount Marathon Race committee will be counting on personal integrity and honesty from all participants on this one,” Clock added. Other precautionary measures also have been added. • Alaska Mountain Runners will be installing signage along the mountain and fencing at the bottom of the creek bed of the race route. • Alaska Mountain Runners will offer two opportunities to meet with previous finishers to ask questions about the mountain. Check for dates and times on the Mount Marathon Race Blog and Facebook page, as well as the Alaska Mountain Runner’s Facebook page for those dates and locations. • Volunteers will sweep the mountain race trail at the end of the men’s race. ✱
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Mount Marathon roster, men continued 108 Steve Carroll 109 James Conley 110 Glen Anderson 111 Troy Jarvis 112 Kurt Labonte 113 Brian Stoecker 114 Alan Michaud 115 Roger Bates 116 Lance Kopsack 117 John Clark 118 Scott Babos 119 Andrew Duenow 120 Peter McEnaney 121 Curtis Holler 122 Steve Walters 123 Russell Storjohann 124 David Brown 125 Chris Carswell 126 Alec Kay 127 Kris Burnett 128 Mike Heatwole 129 Ronald Quinton 130 Joseph Hawkins 131 Gregory Lincoln 132 Michael Johnson 133 Michael L Stangel 134 Tim Lebling 135 Eric Carl 136 David Knapp 137 Michael Valantas 138 Troy Larson 139 Steve Parrish 140 John Browne 141 Paul Provencio 142 John Heimerl 143 Joseph Nyholm 144 Jason Hogge 145 Chad Moore 146 David Peterson 147 Phillip Hart 148 Eric Lawson 149 Alex Alonso 161 Carson Lerch 162 Keith Weinhold 163 Michael Craytor 164 Benjamin Russell 165 Ryan Bandy 166 Jason Moore 167 Jeremiah Simono 168 Joshua Allely 169 Paul Miranda 301 Michael Davidson 302 Mark Tuovinen 303 Charles Utermohle 304 Dennis Long 305 Andrew Daoust 306 Timothy McDonald 307 Trent Boggs 308 Jim Benkert 309 Everett Billingslea 309 Nicholas Zweifel 310 Jonathan Briggs 311 Dirk Brodish 312 Bret Connor 313 wayne humbert 314 Walter Bombeck 315 Travis Harrington 316 Conner Ferrin 317 Kevin Peterson 318 Chad Resari 319 Albert Lamberson 320 Norm Johnson 321 Brian Mcmahon 322 Kneeland Taylor 323 William Thompson 324 Bob Smith 325 David Holtorf 326 Barry Bruninga 



51 Anchorage AK 50 Chugiak AK 49 Seward AK 49 Anchorage AK 49 Eagle River AK 49 Anchorage AK 49 Helena Mt 48 asheville NC 48 Palmer AK 48 Palmer AK 48 Anchorage AK 48 Anchorage AK 48 eagle river AK 48 Wasilla AK 47 Anchorage AK 47 Anthem AZ 47 Anchorage AK 47 Kent WA 47 Anchorage AK 47 Anchorage AK 46 Anchorage AK 46 Mukilteo WA 46 Palmer AK 45 Bethel AK 45 Salt Lake City UT 45 Kenai AK 45 Seward AK 44 Eagle River AK 44 Anchorage AK 44 Anchorage AK 44 Anchorage AK 43 Anchorage AK 43 Palmer AK 56 Anchorage AK 32 Anchorage AK 21 Seward AK 35 Wasilla AK 34 Eagle river AK 25 Fairbanks AK 37 Boise ID 34 Eagle River AK 40 Anchorage AK 21 Eagle River AK 40 Anchorage AK 30 Seward AK 20 Eagle River AK 30 Anchorage AK 33 Kenai AK 28 Anchorage AK 34 Anchorage AK 25 Anchorage AK 66 Green River WY 50 Anchorage AK 63 Anchorage AK 59 Anchorage AK 51 Anchorage AK 55 Seward AK 51 Eagle River AK 50 Anchorage AK 52 Seattle WA 18 Seward AK 45 Laguna Beach CA 52 Anchorage AK 36 Anchorage, AK 33 seward AK 27 Eagle river AK 25 Palmer AK 23 Anchorage AK 53 Wasilla AK 77 Anchorage AK 70 Seward AK 68 Anchorage AK 68 Anchorage AK 65 Anchorage AK 62 Anchorage AK 59 Valdez AK 59 Cannon Falls Mn 58 Anchorage AK
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Mount Marathon roster, men continued 327 Charles Green 328 Bob McEnaney 329 Blake Hutchins 330 Mark Beals 331 Paul Mordini 332 Clint Mayeur 333 Dale Payne 334 Daniel Morton 335 James Nelson 336 Steven Impson 337 Scott Waltier 338 Joe Melican 339 Zachary Kile 340 Neil Malutin 341 Lawrence Wise 342 David Maurice 343 Curtis Schmidt 344 Russell DeVries 345 Richard Verreydt 346 Jason Moorman 347 daniel smith 348 Ben Burrough 349 Barrett Jackman 350 Joshua Howes 351 Mark Snowden 352 Clint Farr 353 Larry DeBoard 354 Kyle Kelley 355 Brian Meacham 356 Michael Lane 357 Chad Helgeson 358 charles patten 359 Evan Steinhauser 360 Ian Autrey 361 Jamie Cawood 362 Darren Whitworth 363 Todd Stull 364 Marvin Colbert 365 Mike Brock 366 Graham Stewart 367 Ryan Kangas 368 Paul Hemming 369 Shawn Naber 370 Brandon McDearis 371 Steven More 372 Justin Mack 373 Byron Givens 374 Jacob Gano 375 Daniel Kane 376 Herbert Harry 377 Joe Dougherty 378 Sean Gerhardt 379 Jeffrey Levin 380 Justin Jay 381 Corbin Jones 382 Matt Grubb 383 Neil Gotschall IV 384 Nicholas Brunger 385 Shayne Wescott 386 Sean Casey 387 Andrew Lessig 388 Mark Fineman 389 Clinton Playle 390 Andrew Johnson 391 John Kogl 392 Edward Hartman 393 James Carlsen 394 Peter Adams 395 Shawn Cange 396 Daniel Willman 397 Kendall Skinner 398 Bryan Hardy 399 Graham Alvord 400 ted paprocki 401 Adam Hollon 402 Kevin Chartier 403 Donald Taylor 404 Cameron Reitmeier 
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55 Baltimore MD 54 Woodbury MN 54 Eagle River AK 53 Seward AK 52 Eagle River AK 51 Wasilla AK 49 Wasilla AK 49 Anchorage AK 49 West Hartford Ct 47 Palmer AK 47 Edmonds WA 46 Tustin CA 46 Austin TX 45 Anchorage AK 45 Papillion NE 44 Montclair NJ 43 Soldotna AK 42 Anchorage AK 42 Anchorage AK 42 Anchorage AK 42 Anchorage Ak 42 anchorage AK 42 KENAI AK 41 Anchorage Ak 40 Anchorage Ak 40 Juneau AK 40 Seward AK 39 Girdwood AK 38 Los Angeles CA 38 Kotzebue AK 37 Anchorage AK 37 eielson afb ak 50 Eagle River AK 37 Anchorage AK 36 Anchorage AK 36 Anchorage AK 36 Anchorage AK 35 Anchorage AK 35 Anchorage AK 33 Eagle River AK 32 anchorage AK 31 Anchorage AK 31 Anchorage AK 30 Blacksburg VA 36 Anchorage AK 30 Anchorage AK 29 Warner Robins GA 28 Anchorage AK 28 Anchorage AK 26 Anchorage AK 25 Palmer AK 24 JBER AK 22 anchorage AK 22 Eagle River AK 22 Anchorage AK 22 Sterling Ak 22 Palmer AK 21 Anchorage ak 21 Fairbanks AK 20 Eagle River AK 18 Anchorage AK 43 Anchorage AK 53 Wasilla AK 42 Redondo Beach CA 42 Eagle River AK 41 Seward AK 43 Seward AK 40 Anchorage AK 44 Anchorage AK 40 Anchorage AK 39 Anchorage AK 37 Eagle River AK 55 Anchorage AK 35 anchorage AK 35 Anchorage AK 44 Anchorage AK 35 Eagle river AK 35 ANCHORAGE AK



405 Chris Held 406 Kalvin Young 407 Kurt Ulatowski 408 Michael Bourdukofsky 409 Michea Westbrook 410 Christopher Booth 411 Patrick Stinson 412 Robert Milby 413 Brian Pautzke 414 Westley Dahlgren 415 David Martin 416 Bill Wamsganz 417 Corbin Stirling 418 Aaron Medlock 419 David M Lorring 420 Paul Pedersen 421 Michael Rubeo 422 Matt Hemry 423 Jerome Herrmann 424 Ryan Beckett 425 Patrick Wallace 426 Aaron Dickson 427 Don Mcquown 428 Kerry Klauder 429 Walter Moore 430 Karl Wing 431 Thomas Schultz 432 Spencer Litzenberger 433 William Brooks 434 Michael Montague 435 Leif Bardarson 436 Christopher Beegle 437 Ryan Lewis 438 Larry Martin 439 Bernard Sturgulewski 440 Levi Sutton 441 Kevin Talens 442 Nicholas Whitmore 443 brett ekstrand 444 Joey Klecka 445 Gregory Bombeck 446 Mark Chase 447 Aaron Henle 448 Marcel Krenzelok 449 Blake Huppert 450 Kristofer Squires 451 Jeremy Weller 452 Kenneth Bombeck 453 William Wright 454 Travis Beals 455 Tyler Greensfelder 456 Casey Volk 457 Daniel Conetta 458 Connor Vincent 459 Paul Gionet 460 Davis Dunlap 461 Zachary Shellabarger 462 Connor Sperry 463 Harold Faust 464 Brett Vadla 465 Shane Topf 466 Turner Rodgers 467 Samuel Dougherty 468 Forrest Mahlen 469 Cameron Johnson 470 Keenan Brownsberger 471 Evan Atchley 472 Jens Bombeck 473 Joshua Eavis 474 Hugh Cosgrave 475 Thomas Meacham 476 John Frost 477 John Hall 478 David W Lorring 479 David Dickson 480 James Conant 481 Michael Chard 482 Anthony Adams 



46 Fairbanks AK 48 Anchorage AK 48 Anchorage AK 34 Anchorage AK 33 Eagle River AK 35 Edina MN 33 Anchorage AK 32 Anchorage AK 32 Anchorage AK 31 Anchorage AK 30 Kenai AK 54 Anchorage AK 29 Seward AK 30 Denver CO 29 Soldotna AK 54 soldotna AK 28 Wasilla AK 44 Anchorage AK 28 Anchorage AK 28 Anchorage AK 28 Anchorage AK 28 Eagle River AK 54 Palmer AK 27 Palmer AK 27 Seward ak 27 Anchorage AK 27 Anchorage AK 27 Soldotna AK 26 Anchorage AK 26 Girdwood AK 26 Seward AK 26 Palmer AK 26 Coeur d\’Alene ID 55 Lake Havasu City AZ 56 Anchorage AK 24 Soldotna AK 24 Seward AK 24 Anchorage AK 24 anchorage AK 24 Eagle River AK 24 Eagle river AK 23 Seward AK 23 Anchorage AK 23 Anchorage AK 23 Wasilla AK 22 Anchorage AK 22 Palmer AK 22 Eagle river AK 22 ANCHORAGE AK 21 seward AK 21 Fairbanks AK 21 Eagle River AK 56 Kenai AK 21 Phoenix AZ 57 Anchorage AK 21 Palmer AK 21 Anchorage AK 21 Eagle River AK 59 Seward AK 20 Soldotna AK 20 Eagle River AK 20 Anchorage AK 20 Anchorage AK 20 Anchorage AK 20 Eagle River AK 19 Anchorage AK 19 Kenai AK 19 Eagle river AK 19 seward AK 19 Anchorage AK 70 Anchorage AK 67 Anchorage AK 67 Anchorage AK 60 Fairbanks AK 54 Palmer AK 58 Seward AK 59 Anchorage AK 48 Eagle River AK
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COMING SOON TO



2013 SALMONSTOCK AUGUST 2013 ISSUE, DEADLINE JUNE 15 The official and exclusive guide to the Alaska’s greatest music festival for a cause!



2013 SADLER’S ALASKA CHALLENGE JULY 2013 ISSUE, DEADLINE JUNE 15 “The Longest and Toughest Handcycle Race in the world” July 14-21, 2013. The race will include four categories, and for the first time ever, each category will include a Paralympic Champion.



2013 BIG WILD LIFE RUNS JULY 2013 ISSUE, DEADLINE JUNE 15 The official and exclusive guide to the state’s fastest growing running event! Staged right in downtown Anchorage!



Contact your COAST magazine rep today (907) 677-2900



[email protected] • www.coast-magazine.com
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MOUNT MARATHON 2013 17



1 Holly Brooks 2 Lauren Fritz 3 Laura Brosius 4 Allison Barnwell 5 Rachel Dow 6 Denali Foldager 7 Sheryl Loan 8 Abby Jahn 9 Greta Anderson 10 Alisa Kincaid 11 Arianne Massengale 12 Mira Hopkins 13 Karol Fink 14 Rubye Elhard 15 Tiffanie Novakovich 16 Anne Liotta 17 Ellyn Brown 18 Angelica Pollock 19 Cory Route 20 April Juliussen 21 Wendy Sailors 22 Kate Backstrum 23 Helen Lindemuth 24 Sarah Glaser 25 Amy Harper 26 Shani Rinner 27 Aurora Agee 28 Claire Connelly 29 Lauren Spinelli 30 Leah Legate 31 Christine Bennett 32 Gina Robinson 33 Margaret Cunningham 34 Leslie Varys 35 Jennifer Barnard 36 Mackenzie Barnwell 37 Verena Gill 38 Patricia Kopp 39 Emily Rhodes 40 Patricia Foldager 41 Rachel Russell 42 Paula Westbrook 43 Aubrey Smith 44 Maureen Medlock 45 Teresa Russell 46 Judi Kopsack 47 Carolyn Roush 48 Kelsey Coolidge 49 Susan Forbes 50 Jennifer Uriarte 51 Elizabeth Butera 52 Autumn Sperry 53 Monica Richardson 54 Ann spencer 55 Tsaina Mahlen 56 Sarah Rawson 57 Alexandra Okeson 58 Bethany Lee 59 Laura Dyer 60 Kelly Mann 61 Nancy Anderson 62 Issa Otten 63 Cynthia Cruz 64 Linnea Hollingsworth 65 Pamela Skogstad 66 Nancy J Osborne 67 Joan Antonson 68 Leila Dengel 69 Billie Jo Kopsack 70 Alexandra Hill 71 Cheryl Ess 72 Cynthia Kupczynski 73 Patricia Ricker 74 Cinthia Ritchie 75 Susan Windle Beam 76 Jean Labonte 77 Gretchen Hopkins 78 Cheryl Shellabarger 



18 MOUNT MARATHON 2013



31 Anchorage AK 25 Eagle River AK 28 Fairbanks AK 21 Seward AK 34 SEWARD AK 23 Seward AK 54 Eagle River AK 20 Wasilla AK 21 Anchorage AK 39 Palmer AK 29 Anchorage AK 19 Anchorage AK 45 Seward AK 23 Seward AK 36 Anchorage AK 20 Anchorage AK 60 Anchorage AK 24 Anchorage AK 34 Cooper Landing AK 49 Anchorage AK 44 Anchorage AK 21 anchorage AK 38 Seward AK 24 Seward AK 34 Arroyo grande CA 39 Anchorage AK 33 Anchorage AK 46 chugiak AK 34 Anchorage AK 48 Cooper Landing AK 41 Chugiak AK 42 Anchorage AK 54 Eagle River AK 34 Wasilla AK 39 Anchorage AK 19 Seward AK 46 Chugiak AK 48 Anchorage AK 45 Anchorage AK 55 Seward AK 19 Eagle River AK 33 Eagle River AK 33 Seward AK 30 Denver CO 47 Eagle River AK 45 Palmer AK 51 Kasilof AK 25 Anchorage AK 51 Kaunakakai HI 36 Seward AK 55 Anchorage AK 18 Eagle River AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 anchorage AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Kenai AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Anchorage AK 18 Seward AK 59 Palmer AK 49 Seward AK 47 Eagle River AK 46 anchorage AK 33 Seward AK 59 Hope AK 62 Seward AK 61 Anchorage AK 60 Valdez AK 60 Palmer AK 58 Chugiak AK 58 Sutton AK 54 Anchorage AK 54 Wasilla AK 54 Anchorage AK 53 Anchorage AK 53 Eagle River AK 52 Anchorage AK 52 Anchorage AK



Alaska's Focus Photography



Mount Marathon roster, women



79 Beth alta Fletcher 80 Katharine Tongue 81 Karla Barkman 82 Lela Benson 83 Veronica Vania 84 Denise Deal 85 Jackie Marshall 86 Shirl Kendall 87 Mary Beth Koster 88 Julie Hegeberg 89 Katrina Cain 90 Karen Carswell Kirk 91 Cynthia Martensen 92 Jill McLeod 93 Alesia Thon 94 Binget Nilsson 95 Darcy Waddell 96 Stacia Jenson 97 Wendy Bryden 98 Michelle Hensel 99 Kris Kile 100 Leslie Dickson 101 Heidi Conway 102 Teresa Ostrander 103 Dawn Dinwoodie 104 Rachelle Alger 105 Jennifer Frazier 106 Carey Quiring 107 Mari Eaton 108 Deb Essex 109 Katherine Heim 110 Jeannie Mackie 111 Mary Vollendorf 112 Amber Sheffield 113 Stacey Almond 114 Charlotte Coots 115 Joey Eski 116 Heidi Valantas 117 Heather Shank 



32 girdwood AK 51 Kasilof AK 51 Soldotna AK 50 Anchorage AK 50 Anchorage AK 50 Anchorage AK 50 Seward AK 49 Anchorage AK 48 Seward AK 48 Anchorage AK 47 Anchorage AK 47 Eagle River AK 47 Anchorage AK 47 Anchorage AK 46 Anchorage AK 46 Seward AK 46 Kennewick WA 46 Cody WY 45 Moose pass AK 45 Seward AK 45 Anchorage AK 45 Anchorage AK 45 Anchorage AK 45 Soldotna AK 45 Anchorage AK 44 Anchorage AK 44 Eagle River AK 44 Seward AK 44 Anchorage AK 44 Girdwood AK 44 Anchorage AK 44 Anchorage AK 43 Anchorage AK 43 Wasilla AK 43 Anchorage AK 43 Kenai AK 43 Anchorage AK 42 Anchorage AK 42 Seward AK
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Mount Marathon roster, women continued 118 Deana Watson 119 Megan Olson 120 Sherri Gould 121 Carolyn Boone 122 Lanara Forgit 123 Kathleen Way 124 Kelly Smith 125 Frances Evarts 126 Valerie Mays 127 Stacey Kolstad 128 Jennifer Waltenbaugh 129 Sharyl Worrell 130 Denise Brown Robinson 131 Kathryn Jacobsen 132 Krystal Nelson 133 Jennifer Dougherty 134 Amber Vacha 135 Tina Ervin 136 Amy Brumbaugh 137 Shauna Henry 138 Andrea Snowden 139 Charlotte Edmondson 140 Holly Stynsberg 141 Willow Hetrick 142 Danielle Pratt 143 Kristen Sieminski 144 Letty Swanson 145 Karen Williams 146 Kate Fitzgerald 147 Kendra Booth 148 Christy Marvin 149 Eileen Audette 161 Erin Hamilton 162 Kelly Paldanius 163 Mary O\’Reilly 164 Taylor Ostrander 165 Allison Ross 166 Rachel McCartan 167 Camy VanSickle 168 Rebecca Mamrol 169 Emilie Springer 170 Kristy De Yong 171 Sadie Ulman 172 Bronwen Nicholls 173 Judy Kanady 174 Arika Browne 301 Maureen McCrea 302 Tia Conley 303 Nancy Schierhorn 304 Tiffany Hall 305 Holly Holman 306 Kristin Boraas 307 Debra Burdick-Hinton 308 Kari Hebert 309 Margaret Griffin 310 Angela Kuest 311 Tara Smith 312 Shanna Springer 313 Karen Barnes 314 Casey Randall 315 Sarah Reed 316 Kim Kersten 317 Holly Willman 318 Stacy Strouse 319 Kara Moore 320 Saundra Hudson 321 Christina Lindh 322 Christy Phillips 323 Sherry Trumpower 324 Erica Rowe 325 Samantha Calderwood 326 Jasmine McQuown 327 Sheri Boggs 328 Rebecca Hanscam 329 Penny Assman 330 Jozey Saindon 331 Hannah Beutler 332 Millie Spezialy 



42 Anchorage AK 42 Anchorage AK 42 Eagle River AK 42 Chugiak AK 42 Anchorage AK 42 Anchorage AK 41 Anchorage AK 41 Homer AK 41 Eagle river AK 41 Palmer AK 41 Kodiak AK 41 Anchorage AK 41 Anchorage AK 40 Anchorage AK 40 Anchorage AK 40 Seward AK 40 Oakdale MN 40 Chickaloon AK 40 Anchorage AK 40 Palmer AK 39 Anchorage AK 39 Anchorage AK 39 Nikiski Ak 28 Moose Pass AK 30 Anchorage AK 34 Seward AK 53 Seward AK 52 Anchorage AK 25 Anchorage AK 36 Anchorage AK 32 Palmer AK 19 Seward AK 35 Anchorage AK 24 Eagle river AK 24 Eagle River AK 19 Soldotna AK 20 Anchorage AK 26 Anchorage AK 44 Wasilla AK 21 Anchorage AK 35 Homer AK 33 Anchorage AK 31 Seward AK 25 Anchorage AK 53 Anchorage AK 31 Palmer AK 69 Anchorage AK 54 Anchorage AK 53 Anchorage AK 31 Anchorage AK 49 Dutch Harbor AK 37 Seattle WA 45 Seward AK 41 Anchorage AK 43 Soldotna AK 38 Anchorage AK 37 Homer AK 36 Anchorage AK 44 Redding CA 35 Anchorage AK 35 Moyock NC 34 Anchorage AK 33 Anchorage AK 33 St. Albans VT 33 Eagle river AK 44 Homer AK 32 Alexandria VA 32 Seward AK 49 Anchorage AK 51 San Diego CA 25 Kenai AK 23 Anchorage AK 51 Eagle river AK 19 Anchorage AK 35 Salt Lake City UT 18 Anchorage AK 18 Seward AK 75 Anchorage AK
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333 Mary Hensel 75 Anchorage AK 334 Mary Kemppel 71 Anchorage AK 335 Sandy Johnson 69 Anchorage AK 336 Naida McGee 63 Anchorage AK 337 Linda Franklin 61 Moose WY 338 Susan Skvorc 54 Wasilla AK 339 Addie Mcewen 53 Anchorage AK 340 Tui Marie Bombeck 30 Eagle river AK 341 Jane Baldwin 52 Anchorage AK 342 Georgia Stansell 51 Palmer AK 343 Jenna Friese 47 Wasilla AR 344 Lisa DeCora 47 Anchorage AK 345 Stephanie Hanson 46 Anchorage Ak 346 Carren Walters 45 Anchorage AK 347 Bonnie Moore 30 Anchorage AK 348 Myra Macasu-Arbelovsky 44 KENAI AK. 349 Kathleen Christenson 44 Seward AK 350 Amy George 44 Soldotna AK 351 Erin Graves 43 Anchorage AK 352 Lara Madden 43 Eagle River AK 353 Michelle Dickson 43 Anchorage Ak 354 Linda Strange 43 Fort Collins CO 355 Kambe Padgett 41 Wasilla AK 356 Sherisa Aguirre 41 Bend OR 357 Mary Lee Garcia 41 Fairbabks AK 358 Marieke Heatwole 40 Anchorage AK 359 Taleen Lundale 39 Big Lake AK 360 Timeri Noren 39 Eagle river Ak 361 ann quinn 37 anchorage ak 362 Jennifer Wilcox 36 Half Moon Bay CA 363 Danielle Harrison 36 Kapolei HI 364 Brooke Andrews 34 Seward AK 365 Amber Hays 34 Wasilla AK 366 Amanda Delight 33 Anchorage AK 367 Rhyanna Krueger 33 Anchorage AK 368 Erin Boehme 33 Nikiski AK 369 Moorea Efird 33 Seward AK 370 Adrienne Dahlgren 33 Anchorage AK 371 Jessica Heinrich 33 Anchorage AK 372 Sarah Poulson 31 Chugiak AK 373 Eileen Fisher 31 Fairbanks AK 374 Joyce Hudson 30 Anchorage AK 375 Janessa Sholter 30 Nipawin SK 376 Lerin Fairbanks 29 Anchorage AK 377 Allison Hillen 28 Anchorage AK 378 Rachel Trapp 28 Auke Bay AK 379 Kristina Francisco 26 Gainesville FL 380 Carlene Allen 26 Sterling AK 381 Katelyn Christensen 26 Girdwood AK 382 Courtney Olson 26 Raeford NC 383 Karlin Eberhart 25 Aurora CO 384 Diana Burbank 30 Anchorage AK 385 Diana Hill 24 Anchorage AK 386 Sharya Krause 24 Eagle River AK 387 Danielle Gingrich 24 Omaha NE 388 Rachelle Kanady 23 Anchorage AK 389 Hope Basinger 23 Anchorage AK 390 Rebekah Ziegman 22 Healy AK 391 Tara Swanson 21 Seward AK 392 Julianna DeBoard 39 Seward AK 393 Susan Stone 38 Wasilla AK 394 Annie Luck 53 Anchorage AK 395 Kelly Schwarz 38 Anchorage AK 396 Renee Millard 37 Wasilla AK 397 Amy Hollon 37 Anchorage AK 398 Kimberly Riggs 37 Anchorage AK 399 Julie Garcia 37 Anchorage AK 400 Tracy Corneliussen 37 Wasilla AK 401 Troyce Allen 37 Anchorage AK 402 Denielle Beilfuss 37 Shorewood WI 403 Kathleen Morrison 36 Aloha OR 404 Catherine Bodry 36 Anchorage AK 405 Sarah Pautzke 35 Honolulu HI 406 Nancy Murphy 53 Eagle River AK 407 Stacy Schaffer 35 Seward AK 408 Tami Collins 53 Anchorage AK 409 Robin Ace 35 Wasilla AK 410 Tara Kulin 35 Anchorage AK



MOUNT MARATHON 2013 19



411 Alea Kappel 412 Desiree Alvarez 413 Britta Hamre 414 Angelica Spitzer 415 Josephine Reagle 416 Natalie Sook 417 Natasha Liebig 418 Jessica Nelsen 419 Laura McGinley 420 Amara Liggett 421 Tina Buxbaum 422 Justine Pechuzal 423 Dyann Hardy 424 Kimberly Van Sickle 425 Alina Rubeo 426 Bridgette Evermann 427 BethAnne Clary 428 Kimberley Graham 429 Cathern Zweifel 430 Rebecca Coolidge 431 Jasper Wallace 432 Gwendolynn Gabbert 433 Kristen Lessard 434 Melissa Templin 435 Jessica Vaughn 436 Michelle Wilson 437 Marion Glaser 438 Amanda Kuipers 439 Amber St Amand 440 Sidney K Billingslea 441 Janet Ponder-sutphin 442 Breanna Dodson 443 Stephanie Steele 444 Tracy Pitts 445 Stephanie Wright 446 Andrea Johnson 447 Katie Ernst 448 whitney martin 449 Yereth Rosen 450 Lauren Bassler 451 Kelley Sefton 452 Jasmine Hatton 453 Renee Francisco 454 Kayli Janigo 455 Erika Lewis 456 Kalysta Schmidt 457 Emily Veenstra 458 Sarah Bosch 459 Kelsey Tranel 460 Heidi Doner 461 Brittany Kuehl 462 Katee Chard 463 Jennifer Babos 464 Meghan O’Leary 465 Holly Peterson 466 Leslie Rawson 467 Sable Hodson 468 Deborah Wilmoth 



35 Wasilla AK 35 Eagle river AK 19 Anchorage AK 35 Sitka AK 20 Anchorage AK 34 Paia HI 34 Tampa FL 34 Anchorage AK 33 Boulder CO 29 Anchorage AK 33 Fairbanks AK 33 Seward AK 32 Eagle River AK 32 Girdwood AK 31 Wasilla AK 31 Anchorage AK 35 Anchorage AK 31 Anchorage AK 19 Seward AK 30 Anchorage AK 30 Wasilla AK 29 Anchorage AK 20 Chugiak AK 19 Anchorage AK 29 Redmond WA 29 Anchorage AK 29 Seward AK 29 Anchorage AK 29 Seward AK 54 Anchorage AK 55 Eagle river AK 27 Seward AK 27 Anchorage AK 27 Soldotna AK 27 Seward AK 26 Sterling AK 26 athens GA 26 kenai AK 54 Anchorage AK 20 Anchorage AK 20 Seward AK 25 Anchorage AK 25 Anchorage AK 25 Anchorage AK 25 Coeur d\’ Alene ID 24 Anchorage AK 24 Anchorage AK 24 Anchorage AK 24 Anchorage AK 21 Palmer AK 24 Hortonville WI 23 Anchorage AK 22 Anchorage AK 22 Seward AK 22 Wasilla AK 22 Anchorage AK 22 Anchorage AK 28 Anchorage AK



Mount Marathon roster, boys___________ 301 Lyon Kopsack 302 Michael Marshall 303 David Spencer 304 Paul Butera 305 Luke Jager 306 Keegan Crow 307 Dylan Gillespie 308 Matthew Moore 310 Paxson Berry 311 Tannen Berry 312 Brandon Moore 313 Jack Martensen 314 Thomas Zweifel 315 Jonathan Kingsland 316 Fintan Nakada 317 Liam Whiteman 



17 Palmer 16 Seward 12 Anchorage 16 anchorage 13 Anchorage 16 Eagle river 16 Seward 17 Seward 15 Moose Pass 17 Moose Pass 16 Seward 15 Anchorage 15 Seward 15 Seward 14 Anchorage 16 Eagle River 
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Alaska's Focus Photography



Mount Marathon roster, women continued



318 Jacob Link 319 Christopher Kirk 320 Camden Benter 321 Kelemen Legate 322 Ryan Maxwell 323 John Cosgrave 324 Josh Novakovich 325 Quinn Carroll 326 Matthew Lowery 327 Bjorn Nilsson 328 Luke Martensen 329 Layke Friedly 330 Peter Spanos 331 Michael A Stangel 332 Jerry Swanson 333 Hunter Sulte 334 Vincent Fontana 335 Cole Burnett 336 cole norcross 337 Joshua Hawkins 338 Hunter Kratz 339 Joseph Kincaid 340 Darius Martin 341 Billy Ballantine 342 Hunter Hollingsworth 343 Gage Jarvis 344 Maximilion Helgeson 345 Nathan Sperry 346 Max Pfeiffenberger 347 Samuel Koster 348 Landon Way 349 Max Beiergrohslein 350 Karl Pfeiffenberger 351 ben martensen 352 Michael Connelly 353 Connor Spanos 354 Isaac Kincaid 355 Jacob Lestina 356 Charles Chard 357 Alexander Carl 358 Joshua Dela Cruz 359 Jaiden Hogge 360 Dylan Duffield 361 Ian Beals 



16 wasilla AK 16 Eagle River AK 11 Anchorage AK 12 Cooper Landing AK 17 Palmer AK 14 Anchorage AK 12 Anchorage AK 15 Anchorage AK 15 Eagle River AK 11 Seward AK 13 Anchorage AK 15 Cody WY 9 Seward AK 17 Kenai Ak 17 Seward AK 11 Anchorage AK 14 North Pole AK 12 Anchorage AK 13 seward AK 17 Palmer AK 14 seward AK 14 Palmer AK 11 Kenai AK 17 Anchorage AK 11 Seward AK 13 Anchorage AK 12 Anchorage AK 14 Eagle River AK 10 Seward AK 10 Seward AK 14 Anchorage AK 11 Eagle River AK 12 Seward AK 12 anchorage AK 11 Chugiak AK 11 Seward AK 11 Palmer AK 10 Eagle River AK 17 Anchorage AK 10 Eagle River AK 9 Seward AK 9 Wasilla AK 13 anchorage AK 12 Seward AK
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Mount Marathon roster, girls___________ 1 Allison Ostrander 2 Alyson Kopsack 3 Laura Arnold 4 Alejandra Legate 5 Kayla Rowe 6 Hannah Booher 7 Jocelyn Kopsack 8 Brooklyn Kopsack 9 Sarah Cosgrave 10 Brook Wedin 11 Ana (Mariana) Jager 12 Tatjana Spaic 13 Cheyenne Applegate 



16 Soldotna 13 Palmer 17 Anchorage 14 cooper landing 17 Anchorage 15 Chugiak 16 Palmer 11 Palmer 16 Anchorage 14 Mora 16 Anchorage 16 Palmer 16 Anchorage 
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Alaska's Focus Photography



362 Sebastian Kratz 17 Seward AK 363 Nicholas Chard 11 Anchorage AK 364 Kaleb Desjarlais 17 Anhorage AK 365 James W Carlsen 16 Seward AK 366 Brayden Rachow 12 JBER AK 367 Kristopher Heck 16 Anchorage AK 368 Marshall Vest 16 Soldotna AK 369 Eldon Zinis 12 Seward AK 370 basil kaiakokonok 12 seward AK 371 Gabe Martin 12 Anchorage AK 372 Christopher Kingsland 12 Seward AK 373 Cole Mackie 12 Anchorage AK 374 Elias Davis 13 Seward AK 375 Riley Quinton 13 Mukilteo WA 376 Riley Murphy 13 Eagle River AK 377 Brooks Berry 13 Moose Pass AK 378 Norris Paxson 14 Eagle River AK 379 Mark Connelly 13 Chugiak AK 380 Jared Hawkins 13 Palmer AK 381 Roman Hamner 14 Seward AK 382 Reece Burnett 14 Anchorage AK 383 Keaton Reed 13 Moyock NC 384 Austin Desjarlais 14 Anchorage, AK 385 Bryce Desjarlais 14 Anchorage AK 386 Logan Rachow 14 JBER AK 396 Lane Reed 17 Wasilla AK 397 Conner Lowe 10 Anchorage AK 398 Daniel Casey 13 Eagle River AK 399 Case Estes 13 Moose Pass AK 400 Simon Estes 13 Moose Pass AK 401 Dylan Miller 13 Anchorage AK 402 Dax Cvancara 15 Anchorage Ak 403 Michael Gasaway 13 Anchorage AK 404 Riley Martin 15 Anchorage AK 405 Roan Hall 15 Eagle River AK 406 Austin Weller 14 Anchorage AK 407 Dylan Gumminger 17 Wasilla AK 408 Shane Piscoya/Shellabarger 14 Anchorage AK 409 Jed Christenson 13 Seward AK 410 Rico Stiebner 17 Seward AK 411 Timo Rieder 12 Seward AK 412 Logan Dudinsky 12 Eagle River AK 413 Charlie Latimer 13 Eagle River AK 414 Michael Butler 17 Anchorage AK 415 Jonathan Burgess 17 Anchorage AK 416 Jesse Nordeen 12 Vacaville CA 417 Liam Isaacson 12 Anchorage AK 418 John Polasek 8 Seward AK 419 Blaise Rinner 7 Anchorage Ak 420 Ian Millard 10 Wasilla AK 421 Soren Monroe-Anderson 10 Anchorage AK 422 Craig Lott 16 Soldotna AK 423 Luke Momblow 11 Eagle river Ak 424 David McPhetres 17 Chugiak AK 425 Michael Moriarty 11 Seward AK 426 Andrew West 17 Anchorage AK 427 Nate Graves 15 Seward AK 428 Kurtis Brumbaugh 11 Anchorage AK 429 Cole Valantas 11 Anchorage AK 430 Derek Steele 15 Anchorage AK 431 Zach Burns 11 Soldotna AK 432 Keith Ivy 15 Seward AK 433 Francis Starling 15 Anchorage AK 434 neil lindquist 10 moose pass ak 435 Cody Bryden 10 Moose Pass AK



14 Josephine Braun 15 Ruby Woodings 16 Moriah Flynn 17 Isabel Barnwell 18 Yana Camm 19 Meret Beutler 20 Katherine Weddleton 21 Liz Novakovich 22 Hannah Russell 23 Kaylee Heck 24 Annie Connelly 25 Sasha Hamner 26 McKenzie Allen-Charmley 27 Megan Pitzman 28 Tracie Haan 29 Leah Hopkins 30 Jojo Fleischman 31 Taylor Way 32 Ashlee Weller 33 Kiana Trupp 34 Heidi Booher 35 Zoee Beiergrohslein 36 Deana Camm 37 Sydney Sulte 38 Alexandria Toloff 39 Brooke Estes 40 Maille Moriarty 41 Alison McCarron 42 Anne Woodings 43 Skyler Helgeson 44 Katlin Flynn 45 Brenna McCarron 46 Madison Clare 47 Jania Tumey 48 Elsa O\’Neill 49 Iris Dougherty 50 Jenny Sheasley 51 Chloe Billingslea 52 Rachel Ambacher 53 Brooklynn Gould 54 EmmaLee Moore 55 Elena Hamner 56 Arielle Wiggin 57 Sonora Martin 



15 Seward AK 14 Palmer AK 17 Anchorage AK 17 Seward AK 11 Granby CO 16 Seward AK 17 Anchorage AK 10 Anchorage AK 15 Eagle River AK 13 Anchorage AK 15 Chugiak AK 16 Seward AK 12 Anchorage AK 14 Homer AK 17 Palmer AK 15 Anchorage AK 16 Anchorage AK 16 Anchorage AK 15 Anchorage AK 11 Anchorage AK 13 Chugiak AK 9 Eagle River AK 12 Granby CO 17 Anchorage AK 11 Seward AK 17 Moose Pass AK 13 Seward AK 12 Homer AK 17 Palmer AK 10 Anchorage AK 15 Anchorage AK 12 Homer AK 17 Anchorage AK 13 Anchorage AK 10 Seward AK 15 Seward AK 17 Anchorage AK 15 Seattle WA 13 Valdez AK 11 Eagle River AK 13 Seward AK 13 seward AK 15 Anchorage AK 10 Kenai AK
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Mount Marathon roster, girls continued



Try to keep things in perspective. First, finish the race. worry about an endorsement deal later.



Hosted by tHe



Kenai Chamber of Commerce and Visitor Center



Sunday, September 29 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Registration Includes free shirts for the first 200 runners. No changing events on race day. the course will be open for 7 hours from Marathon race start.



register online at:



www. kenairivermarathon.org Volunteers contact dr. Pete Hansen at [email protected] or (907) 283-4611. Call bob Frates at Kenai Parks and Recreation at (907) 283-3692 for more information. There will be no race-day regisTraTion.



22 MOUNT MARATHON 2013



58 Ashley Clifford 59 Jennessa Labonte 60 Jessica Clifford 61 Masha Hart 62 Mystery Showalter 63 SHELBY NEVADA 64 Naomai Alexander 65 Keturah Costello 66 Khristin Nida 67 Ashley Landess 68 Brynn Sulte 69 Sarah Warnke 70 lauren Evarts 71 Sadie Benter 72 Rebekah Diotte 73 Lydia Blanchet 74 Taylor Holman 75 Ainsley Rinner 83 Brooke Satathite 84 Megan Calloway 85 Nowelle Spencer 86 Elannah Camp 87 mckinlee ford 88 Allie Dixon 89 Emily Evans 90 Tali Novakovich 91 ruth christiansen 92 Samantha Legate-Smith 93 Lauren Sulte 94 Kaitlyn Kogl 95 Maya Callahan 96 Rain Spotted Eagle -Wong 97 Zoe Story 98 Olive Heatwole 99 Olivia Lewis 100 Jessica Degnan 101 Summer Frazier 102 Kylee Krueger 103 Christyna Nyholm 104 Miracle Fontana 105 Brenna Petrie 106 Emily Cusick 107 Kamryn Pack 108 Taral Clayton 109 Izabelle Hagge 110 Priscilla Stoltz 111 ruby lindquist 112 Sophie Callahan 113 Danica Cutter 114 Shane Cutter 115 Brenna Evarts 116 Savannah Green 117 Hannah Seidl 118 Bailey Meier 119 Corey Frazier 120 Julie Litchfield 121 Morgan Kuiper 122 Isabella Watsjold 123 Laura Kromrey 124 brianna hansen 125 Rebekah Christenson 126 Xantrea Brown 127 Ava Harren 128 Sadie Lindquist 129 Aliann Schmidt 130 Danica Schmidt 



17 Anchorage AK 11 Eagle River AK 15 Anchorage AK 16 Seward AK 13 Palmer AK 12 PALMER AK 17 Anchorage AK 17 Kenai AK 17 Willow AK 17 Soldotna AK 14 Anchorage AK 12 Eagle River AK 14 Homer AK 8 Anchorage AK 17 Palmer AK 16 Anchorage AK 13 Dutch Harbor AK 9 Anchorage AK 12 Soldotna AK 12 Kenai AK 10 Anchorage AK 16 Seward AK 16 tenino wa 8 Seward AK 16 Anchorage AK 7 Anchorage AK 7 seward AK 8 Cooper Landing AK 8 Anchorage AK 9 Eagle River AK 9 New Ipswich NH 10 Kenai AK 17 Homer AK 10 Anchorage AK 17 Anchorage AK 15 Seward Ak 14 Eagle River AK 14 Anchorage AK 14 Anchorage AK 10 North Pole AK 14 Anchorage AK 17 Anchorage AK 10 Seward AK 17 Anchorage AK 14 Homer AK 11 Seward AK 13 moose pass ak 11 New Ipswich NH 13 Edmond OK 13 Edmond OK 17 Homer AK 17 Anchorage AK 17 Anchorage AK 17 Palmer AK 13 Eagle River AK 17 Soldotna AK 16 Anchorage AK 13 Eagle River AK 16 Moose Pass AK 11 anchorage ak 11 Seward AK 12 Anchorage AK 17 Anchorage AK 12 Moose Pass AK 12 Soldotna AK 12 Soldotna AK
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24 MOUNT MARATHON 2013
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ALASKA ANGLER



Be a prince, catch a king Tips can help anglers have success amid more-regulated season



By Chris Batin



K



ing salmon returns this season are expected to be among the lowest in years, and with added restrictions, an angler needs to know specialized tips and techniques to enjoy success on the smaller streams and rivers throughout southcentral Alaska. Here are a few personal tips from my years of experience pursuing king salmon across all of Alaska. Spinners Spinners work great if you use them in shallower water, where you can control the depth and speed of the spinner blade. Many anglers repeatedly cast a spinner into the mainstream Talkeetna. In fast, deep rivers like that, even the heaviest spinner rides high above the kings. Use spinners for kings in slower backwater eddies and flat sections of river. Switch over to single hooks to decrease mortality. Contact Tony Davis with Kodiak Custom Tackle if you need to build a king spinner inventory. He builds custom spinners for Alaska Ted Marmor holds a flyrod-caught king taken from the kings that don’t fall apart on the first Talkeetna drainage in early July. Chris Batin fish. They also have the weight to get down and stay down. They come in a variety in the 1970s, and they’ve been working well of colors that make them visible in turbid riv- ever since. In many ways, they are my favorite lure, but unlike spoons or spinners, which ers and streams. have their own built-in action, you have to manipulate a jig, dance it, drop it, and erratically Spoons This is the lure for deeper, faster rivers. You retrieve it for best results. Sure, I’ve casted cast it out, allow it to sink, and retrieve it slow- out and let it dead drift with the current and ly, so it wobbles just above bottom cover. This hooked fish, so I guess there is no wrong way is what makes the Pixee so effective. It’s heavy to fish a jig. But the most strikes have occurred and stays down in the current. Increase your by casting out above and across holding kings, hookups by using other spoons with brighter allowing the lure to sink, and swimming it in color combinations and polished metal sur- an erratic manner through the pool. Drop the faces. My favorite here is a Kit-A-Mat spoon rod-tip a few times during the retrieve, but in fluorescent orange on one side, and silver keep a tight line, as kings will often inhale a faltering jig that flutters in front of them. on the other. You’ll need to choose jigs with a strong hook, or play them more gently than other Jigs I used large ½-ounce fluorescent marabou lures, because of the thinner wire hooks on pink jigs for kings when I first came to Alaska most jigs.



Flies The best tip I have for fly fishers is to get your fly down, and keep it down. Most use leaders that are far too long in faster, deeper water. The 8-foot leader may be fine when kings are holding on the flats, but in the narrow runs and along select breaklines, you’ll need a full sink or sink tip line and a three-foot leader. Instead of using a sink-tip line, in medium-sized rivers, I’ll use a sinking leader and a weighed fly, which stays down deep for increased visibility and strikes. A Teeny Nympth flyline will handle the heavy-duty rivers with fast, deep currents. I prefer to use a basic inventory of fluorescent colors, black, and patterns with flash. Your goal is to choose a fly that is most visible to the fish, given the light and water conditions. A black fly would do this in midday with a high sun and clear water, while it would be a poor choice in low light and turbid water conditions. Drift Lures Work them much as spoons, only allow them to sit occasionally on bottom, to allow the Spin N Glo or hootchie tail to undulate in the current. A favorite technique is to backbounce drift lures down runs, and hang them enticingly in the current, above a holding pool or migration route run. Lift up, and bounce the weight and lure down current, slowly working the lure before casting up and repeating. Occasionally cast across current, and employ a slightly faster retrieve to prevent snags. I don’t recommend bait, because of the increased risk of hooking mortality. ◆



Chris Batin is editor of the Alaska Angler, and author of numerous books and DVDs on Alaska fishing and the outdoors, available at www. AlaskaAngler.com
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APRÈS By Jack Bonney



Summer celebrations June jam-packed with festivals for all ages



J



une is a big month for special events in Anchorage. From sunup to sundown and the first to the 31st, our city is packed with good times and great events. So what exactly do the longest days of summer hold for Anchorage? Almost everything under the sun. Here are five big ways to get in on the fun:



games June 29 in Eagle River. If you have never watched the strength competitions, you’ll be astonished to see masters throw logs the length of telephone poles end over end. Listen to traditional music, or why not don a kilt and go for a run? The Kilted Mile is surely one of the few races with a dress code that requires the traditional tartan Scottish menswear. (alaskascottish.org)



DAVE BROWN, COURTESY THREE BARONS RENAISSANCE FAIR



Solstice Festival Perhaps the best-known June event of them all, the Solstice Festival, takes over downtown on June 22. A big skateboard demonstration, kids’ activities, live music and the Hero Games fill up Fourth Avenue between C and L streets. The Hero Games is a friendly competition between Alaska’s first responders featuring obstacle course challenges, bucket brigades and relays races geared to police, fire and military skills. The author Henry James called “summer afternoon” the two most beautiful words in our language. Spend a little time out celebrating with your friends and neighbors this month, and I’m sure you’ll agree with him. ◆ Three Barons Renaissance Fair Anchorage is, not surprisingly, woefully short on European castles. But Three Barons Renaissance Fair has been injecting a little bit of medieval mojo into the city for more than 20 years. Whether you prefer to wield a broadsword or a roasted turkey leg, this is the place for you. Catch all the swordplay and sorcery at the Tozier Track off Tudor Road on one of two consecutive weekends: June 1-2 or June 8-9. (3barons.org) PrideFest The city’s LGBT community hosts PrideFest, a weeklong celebration that starts June 8. The biggest day, June 15, kicks off in front of Snow City Cafe with music before the party marches down K Street to the Delaney Park Strip for more music and food. For more, go to alaskapride.org. Juneteenth Bring a blanket and picnic lunch and stretch out on the Park Strip for the annual Juneteenth celebration June 18-20. Juneteenth is celebrated across the country as a commemoration of the end of slavery in the United States. Here in Anchorage, the multicultural event educates about Alaska’s African-American history. Try traditional games, enjoy live entertainment and even free food for kids. Alaska Scottish Highland Games “Caber” and “piobaireachd” are both Scottish words for “fun.” OK, not really – they’re really the words for a long log used in a Scottish throwing competition and a traditional form of piping, respectively. But both mean fun at the Alaska Scottish Highland 76 • June 2013 • COAST • www.coast-magazine.com



BigWildLife.com



GRAB ADVENTURE BY THE GILLS DOWNTOWN SOUP KITCHEN’S SLAM’N SALM’N DERBY IS BACK JUNE 7-16, 2013. PICK UP YOUR FREE DERBY TICKET, CATCH A KING SALMON IN SHIP CREEK AND YOU COULD WIN CASH AND PRIZES. VISIT BIGWILDLIFE.COM/DERBY June 2013 • COAST • www.coast-magazine.com • 77



AK ON THE GO



Upward bound Views of Alaska are endless when hiking above treeline



By Erin Kirkland



P



erhaps it’s my upbringing that sends me scrambling toward alpine meadow flowers and hidden lakes. Raised in the midst of broody, old-growth forests of the Pacific Northwest, my childhood was filled with swooping cedar trees and the unmistakable scent of lowland skunk cabbage. My father, a forester, took great pains to embed a love of trees into the souls of his children, but I always wanted to go higher, to view my enormous world from above rather than below, treelines be damned. Now that I live in Alaska, that’s exactly what our family does. Given the option, we hike upward. Not always far, not always fast, but as soon as the snow melts, my family stuffs rain gear, granola bars and water bottles into backpacks for a few hours of alpine bliss. I’ve delighted in our discovery of alpine trails. Panoramic views and lessons in geography lie just minutes away from many Alaska communities we visit, great places to introduce our son to the joy of putting one foot in front of the other. I’m also not ashamed to say I appreciate that most bears prefer to hang out along salmon-rich streams and rivers during the summer months, so hiking above the forest floor means more visibility and less opportunity to run into Alaska’s signature beast (bearaware behavior is a must for any Alaska hike, though, low or high). Alpine hiking with kids does require a fair amount of stamina, so pack extra food and water. Also add warm clothing and rain gear, since weather patterns up high can change rapidly. Bring trekking poles or walking sticks for added stability, pack babies and young toddlers in carriers, and consider employing our “20-10” rule for climbing steep trails with youngsters. We hike for 20 minutes, then rest for 10, snacking and talking and enjoying the fabulous view unfolding around us. There’s no hurry, after all. Below are a few favorite hikes enjoyed by Alaska families. Check with local landmanagement agencies before leaving home



Owen Kirkland enjoys a rocky vantage point in Denali National Park and Preserve. Erin Kirkland



for updates on trail closures, maintenance work, and fee requirements. Hatcher Pass, Palmer Easy to reach and full of history, Hatcher Pass is also home to Independence Mine State Historical Park. Pay the $5 day-use fee (or use your State Park pass), and head out for a day of scrambling among babbling brooks and whistling marmots. Best hikes for kids include the short walk up to the train tunnels and around the well-preserved town site. Rangers also offer guided tours on weekends during the summer. Older kids with some hiking experience will enjoy the many alpine trails leading from the mine sites, including access to the seven-mile long Gold Mint Trail. Beware slippery rocks (scree), and stair-step tread in some places. dnr.alaska.gov/parks/units/indmine.htm Arctic Valley, Anchorage One of Anchorage’s favorite spots for latesummer berry picking, Arctic Valley sits just above Alaska’s largest city, with sweeping views of Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna, and on clear days, mounts Foraker and McKinley.
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Make your way up Rendezvous Peak, a scenic, four-mile round trip hike with lots of wildflowers, blueberry and crowberry bushes, and people. www.skiarctic.net/hiking/. Please pay the $5 parking fee. Mount Roberts, Juneau Mount Roberts is best reached via the Goldbelt Tours tramway, which whisks visitors 1,800 vertical feet to the summit. Clearly marked interpretive trails wind through subalpine and alpine terrain and offer a bit of Native Alaska history for all ages. Services are available on the mountain, so fill up water bottles here before taking off into the meadowlands. Watch for slippery tread, and caution kids to use their best trail etiquette, too: Trails here are crowded on cruise-ship days. Buy the Alaska Toursaver coupon book (www.toursaver.com) and get one tram ticket free. http://www.goldbelttours.com/ mount-roberts-tramway/hiking-trails/. Angel Rocks, Fairbanks Part of the Chena River State Recreation Area, Angel Rocks is a popular destination for Interior families due to its proxim-
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ity and interesting granite rock formations (tors). The 3.5-mile loop trail begins along the north fork of the Chena River, then crosses a small stream and extends sharply uphill to the rock formations around Mile 2. Kids can imagine secret castles among these rocks, and it’s many a youngster who has to be dragged away from their favorite climbing apparatus. Rocks can be slippery after a rain, and summer bugs are numerous, so be prepared for both. Pay attention to signage as well, since multiple options for the return trip exist. http://dnr.alaska.gov/ parks/units/chena/angelrocktrl.pdf. C
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Ask if this is an instrument flight



Ask if the carrier uses 406 MHz ELT
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2/19/13



Ask if the carrier is a Medallion member Wear appropriate clothing for the weather



Ask for a complete Safety briefing



Ask if the pilot filed a flight plan



Be alert for pilot fatigue
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CY



Crow Pass, Girdwood/Eagle River A National Historic Trail cutting through enormous Chugach State Park, Crow Pass leads hikers along the Historic Iditarod Trail supply route, past an old mine site, and through talus fields, meadows, and brush to Eagle River Nature Center. At a distance of 21 miles, and with a potentially dangerous crossing of rushing and frigid Eagle River, this hike is not for young children, or anyone without extensive knowledge of backcountry travel. That said, this can be an incredible opportunity for teens who want a truly epic Alaska adventure – best tackled as an overnighter. The south end of Crow Pass is the highest, so if you’d like to stay above treeline, hike north from Crow Creek Mine near Girdwood. http://dnr.alaska.gov/ parks/maps/crowpasstrailguide.pdf. ◆ CMY
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Don’t ask the pilot to exceed weight limits



Ask about pilot experience Pay attention during the Safety briefing



Accept a cancellation or delay



Don’t ask the pilot to fly low



Know your



responsibilities As a passenger, take responsiblity for your safety • Wear appropriate clothing for the weather • Be alert for pilot fatigue • Don’t ask the pilot to exceed the weight limits • Don’t ask pilots to fly low • Accept a cancellation or delay • Pay attention during the safety briefing



Alaskan FAASTeam Field Office Toll Free 866-357-4704 • www.faa.gov/go/flyalaska



[ North America’s most remote treetop adventure! ] McCarthy & Kennicott Wrangell-St. Elias National Park



call 907 554 1092 [email protected]



www.AlaskaBorealCanopy.com facebook.com/alaskaborealcanopy



Alaska Boreal Canopy Adventures
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SINGLE-TRACK MIND



Mud, sweat and gears If you love mountain biking, this 24-hour race is for you



By Janice Tower



T



he Arctic Bicycle Club’s 24 Hours of Mud, Sweat and Gears is a mountain bike race that proceeds for 24 hours over solstice weekend. The event begins at noon Saturday, June 22, and ends at noon the following day. It’s probably the only 24-hour event in the country that doesn’t require lights at night. Race director Megan Piersma describes this ultra-distance event as both a race and a cultural happening in which participants test their mettle and metal in a contest of man and machine. For a peculiar 24 hours, the Kincaid Park stadium turns into “a musical event without the live music,” according to Piersma. “Everyone’s hanging out in their lawn chairs with their sunglasses (hopefully) on, with tents and sleeping bags. It’s like a big party without alcohol.” Or music. Unless the music is in the riders’ iPods to help them pass the time while relentlessly hammering out laps on a 10-mile course that mixes ski trails and singletrack. The 24 Hours of Mud, Sweat and Gears offers mountain bikers the opportunity to compete in solo, duo and four-person categories. If biking for a day out of your life seems impossible, riders can choose to enter the 12-hour race (solo or duo) or the six-hour event as a solo adult, or as a junior team of one, two, three or four riders. “Personally I don’t think that riding for 24 hours is appealing at all,” Piersma said. “It’s grueling. My husband, Chet Fehrmann, explains it as an opportunity to get out of his mind and into his body.” Indeed, if you can picture yourself sitting in a La-Z-Boy from noon one day to noon the next, imagining yourself physically active for that same amount of time is a tough order. But for dozens of mountain bikers, riding for 24 hours is their idea of a good time. “Last year there were 81 people that rode a total of 5,475 miles,” Piersma said. “Eighteen men and three women competed in the solo category.” 24 Hours of Mud, Sweat and Gears is family oriented. In years past, teams of kids have



Dana Tower enters the stadium during last year’s 24 Hours of Mud, Sweat and Gears race. Janice Tower



competed head to head with their parents’ teams. While kids may have an advantage because of their youth and ability to recover between laps, their elders have the benefit of patience. Often, it comes down to the team that can stay awake the longest without retreating to sleeping bags. The 24 hour event receives impressive support from community businesses including Speedway Cycles, Backcountry Bike and Ski in Palmer, The Bicycle Shop on Dimond, Paramount Cycles, Chain Reaction Cycles, Anchorage Yoga, and Food Services of America, which supplies beverages and ribs for the grill. Where else can you find a 12hour barbeque as part of your entry fee? Piersma offers some tips for success. “Make sure that your home base is dialed
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in so that when you’re done with a lap, everything is set up for you. For soloists, it’s best if you have a support person who makes sure you’re drinking, eating and changing your clothes when needed. One of the things people forget to do is hydrate and eat. Once you get tired you have no motivation to make yourself eat food. Have things as ready as you can before the race starts. “We don’t want people to be intimidated,” Piersma said. “Come on out, sit on your bikes, have a good time and be relaxed. It’s the cheapest 24-hour race in the country. We just want people to come out and hang with us. It’s not super-elitist where you have to be in a training program to do it. All abilities are welcome. Spandex is definitely not necessary.” ◆



So many choices for summer



Surly



3 inch wide 29er tires!!!



Single speed steel 29er



Disc brake touring – go travel!



Salsa



Awesome gravel grinder!



29” Full suspension on Sale!



Steel, 29”, drop bars = fun!



FeltFelt



4 sizes available for Demo! New from Felt – 29” Full suspension Carbon cyclocross with disc brakes!



Giant Carbon 29 under $2000! Women’s 29” full suspension er



Women’s carbon road 5 inch travel 29er full suspension



15 YEARS



in Anchorage providing FUN BIKES + GREAT SERVICE



29’’ Mountain bikes from $549!



Men’s carbon road



Simple and Fun! Boys and Girls 20” & 24”



PARAMOUNT CYCLES 336-BIKE



1320 Huffman Park Dr. • 11-7 Mon-Fri • 10-6 Sat • 11-5 Sun



Like us on



•



paramountcyclesak.com
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THE WAY FITNESS SHOULD BE



Just breathe Yoga can help alleviate stress, strengthen core



By Cassey Bradley-Leonardis



Practice child’s pose, a simple yoga movement, daily, to help alleviate stress from your life. Courtesy The Alaska Club



S



tress is a part of life, and learning to manage it will help lessen negative effects that it can have on your health. Stress can lead to illness and ailments, as well as depression. Prolonged exposure can lead to premature aging, illness and erratic emotions and, in some cases, disease. Breath observation, asanas or postures, and meditation can ease symptoms of stress and anxiety when practiced on a regular basis. These techniques are used in the philosophy and practice of yoga. A regular yoga practice can alleviate the symptoms of stress and create harmony in the mind and body, but it is important to choose a yoga that fits your needs. There are many styles of classes out there to choose from – Ashtanga, Iyengar, Bikram and Vinyasa flow, to name a few. When you are under high levels of stress, feel fatigued or are recovering from an illness or injury, take a restorative yoga class or a beginner class such as lyengar, which uses props. If you are looking for something to compliment an active lifestyle then a class that practices a more traditional posture sequence, like Ashtanga or Bikram may be right for you.



Breath Take a moment to observe the depth of your breath. Is it shallow or deep? If your breath is shallow try to lengthen it by inhal-



ing to a count of five or higher and then exhaling the same number until it becomes more even. Practice this for 3 to 5 minutes. Taking time to watch your breath and actively increase the length of your breath will bring more oxygen to the brain. Asana Yoga asana, or postures, can reduce physical and mental stress by relaxing the central nervous system, respiratory, and digestive systems. Movement, combined with breath exercises called “pranayama,” will bring blood to areas that need increased circulation and therefore improve blood pressure and stabilize the heart rate. Meditation Sit and meditate for five to 10 minutes. Although this may be challenging if you don’t like to sit still, give it try. Do your best to be comfortable by sitting on cushions that support your spine and sit cross-legged, sit on your heels or in a chair. Then breathe naturally, inhale silently say to yourself, “let” and exhale say to yourself “go” and let go of the chatter in your mind. If you have an affirmation that you already connect with then use it. Otherwise, continue to focus on the breath and words. At first, a thought or an external sound may distract your mind. That’s OK, simply come back to your breath and let go.
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Here are two restorative asanas that can be practiced at home: 1. Downward-facing dog (Adho Mukha Svanasana) Root your hands on the ground and press your heels toward the ground, lift your buttocks up. Distribute the body weight evenly between the hands and feet. Hold this position for 1-2 minutes and remember to breathe through the nose. Release to the ground and rest in child’s pose then sit up slowly. 2. Corpse Pose (Savasana) Lie flat on your back with your arms at a 45-degree angle with the palms face up. Feet are at least one foot and a half apart and little toe falling toward the ground. Legs are straight and relaxed. To release any tension in the head and neck gently roll the head from side to side a few times. Then bring the head back to center and focus on the breath, mind and relax all the muscles in the face. Close your eyes and breathe through the nose, focus inward. Remain here for 5-10 minutes. Learning to manage your own personal stressors is an important skill that requires awareness and knowing yourself. Practicing yoga regularly will help this process. Remember to practice with kindness and positivity toward yourself and you will begin to see the changes on the mat and in your daily life. ◆



Boys & Girls / Ages 6 - 16



*



* Cameron Turner



Home of Carrs/Safeway Great Alaska Shootout and Alaska’s Headquarters for Youth Sports.
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SAFETY MATTERS



Complacency a sneaky stalker Being comfortable outdoors is good; too comfortable is dangerous



By Deb McGhan



W



e’re all guilty of it at some point – that bad habit of getting so comfortable with doing something, we forget about the real danger. The dictionary defines this as complacent – being content and unconcerned in the face of real danger. After living in Alaska for nearly 60 years and dedicating my life to safety education, I should know better. Yet recently, I confess, I caught a case of complacency. It was mid-April, and I set out for a crosscountry ski without practicing what I so often preach: Let someone know where you are going and when you expect to be back. For three days our North America Outdoor Institute team had been working at the annual Arctic Man race and snowmachine festival, warning people about the potential dangers lurking in the hills and glaciers surrounding the event. I was so desperate for some quiet solitude and to stretch my legs that I let my heart, and desire to get in a good ski, override all logic. I left responsibility behind and headed out with nothing on my mind but my own selfish desires. I traveled several miles and passed a number of dangerous sinkholes on the glacier before it dawned on me that I had not told anyone where I was going. I knew they were expecting me for a staff meeting at a specified time and I could hear the conversation they’d be having if I didn’t make it back in time: “Did she say which direction she was going? Did anyone see where she went?” Instead of turning back at this point, I decided to keep going, although I did alter my planned destination to ensure I would be back in time and avoid causing undue concern. Four hours later, I was back in camp, chagrined at my slip of not being conscientious and thankful that I’d returned safely. Little did I know that at about the same time, another family would not be so fortunate. Soon after my return, Alaska State Troopers approached me and asked for assistance. A young boy had fallen into a “moulin” (a drain hole in a glacier that typically has sheer ice walls and can be hundreds of feet



A lone skier treks across the lower flanks of the Gulkana Glacier. Debra McGhan



deep.) Understanding glaciology, I knew the outcome for this scenario was unlikely to be good. Complacency caught me the same day 9-year-old Shjon Brown of Fairbanks fell about 170 feet into that glacier and died. Foolish but fortunate for me, I made it back on time with no further consequences. Shjon was not so lucky. This tragic event should serve as an important reminder for all of us. When you are venturing into the wilderness you cannot afford to drop your guard or become complacent for one moment or you might not be lucky enough to share your story. I remember another story a couple of summers back when a father took his two teenage daughters and their friends boating on Tustumena Lake. They had made this trip many times over the years, which proved to be both good and bad: good because his girls were familiar with the area, knew critical survival skills and were trained in what to do in an emergency. Bad because they had become complacent about the weather and did not ensure that everyone in the skiff had a properly fitting life jacket. When a storm rolled in, and their boat
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capsized, these overlooked details were cause for tragedy. The father ultimately drowned trying to save one of his daughter’s friends, who was struggling with an ill-fitting life preserver and who also died despite the father’s efforts. The other three girls managed to swim to shore in water that was reported to have been hovering around 40 degrees. This summer, before you or your children head out for adventure, take the time to learn – and even practice – the skills that can help you avoid a similar situation. ◆



WILDERNESS SAFETY CLASSES Learn to never succumb to complacency. The North America Outdoor Institute is offering classes in wilderness safety for all ages. The interactive, experiential courses include such topics as wild-plant identification, safe glacier travel and the NAOI Wilderness Safety Challenge. A full calendar of opportunities is at www. naoiak.org, or call (907) 376-2898.
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running wild



Is less better? Thoughts on minimalist running shoes



By Mike Halko



B



efore we delve into the world of ultralight running shoes or barefoot running, let us take a moment to reflect and offer support to those impacted by the tragic events that occurred at this year’s Boston Marathon. Terrorists savagely assaulted our running tribe and its supporters, killing three and wounding nearly 200 others. Our sport lost its innocence but not its resolve. Yes, continue to run, and train to run in Boston on Patriots Day. You can also support our running family in Boston by giving to One Fund Boston (www.onefundboston.org), a 501(c) (3) tax-exempt entity. On to a lighter running topic: A recent book, The Bare Foot Runner, romanticized the natural experience, prompting a renewed interest in running shoeless or in a minimalist technique. Can you recall as a child running barefoot in the grass or across a beach? It felt wonderful, liberating. You floated, soared over the terrain. Ah, those distances and times were much shorter than the typical 5K (3.1-mile event) or marathon (42K or 26.2 miles). Chances are you were leaner, free of the extra 10 or 20 pounds adulthood tends to bring upon us. In the real world, there are several factors to consider when considering running in a minimalist shoe or even in bare feet. Running form If your foot strikes on the fore or midfoot as opposed to the heel, you have less potential for injury. Heel strikers load approximately three times the force to the body than those who land more gently on the fore or midfeet. Amount of running How much running do you plan to do in the minimalist shoe? In general, less is better. Gradually build up time and/ or distance. Try starting with five minutes a week, about three times a week, then add two minutes each successive week. Running surface Are you running on sand, grass or rocky- and rooted trails? The rougher the terrain, the more cushion you will want, and the more gradual you should build your tolerance. Resist the temptation to do too much, too soon. A Google Search will reveal several articles citing increased injuries for those wearing minimalist shoes – probably due to going too fast, too long, too soon. It’s fun to explore new gear and techniques, but do so gradually, and with caution. Listen to the slightest physical cues that could tell you you’re overdoing it, and slow down. Keep striding and smiling. — Coach Mike
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If you’re considering lightweight or barefoot running, take it slow. Too much change can wreak havoc on your hooves. Michael Halko



featured june races Three Baron Renaissance Run: June 7, Anchorage Tozier Track. Starts at 6 p.m. on a mostly flat, fast course. Registration is $15. Definitely stop and visit the fair afterward. Human chessboard and tomato pelting is a hoot. www.3barons.org



Mosquito Meander: June 15, Fairbanks. This 5K is flat and fast so you will not be eaten alive by the bugs. Starts at 10 a.m. and benefits Fairbanks Counseling and Adoption. Registration is $35 for families, $20 for adults. www. fcaalaska.org



Alaska Run For Women: June 8, 16th Avenue/Sullivan Arena. 5-mile timed, and 5-mile/1-mile untimed events. 8:45 a.m. for the timed 5-mile run. Benefits breast cancer research. www.akrfw.org



Finally, see this month’s Mayors Marathon insert for details on the four-miler, half-marathon and marathon. This classic event supports University of Alaska Anchorage, and showcases our fair city. All courses are challenging, and you earn your shirt as you climb the famed Radio City Hill to West High Stadium/track.



Fossil 5K & Tyrannosauras 10K: June 10, Kincaid Park. Trails run is great fun, and supports the Alaska Museum of Natural History in Mountain View. www.alaskamuseum.org



MAY 18TH  SEPT 15TH



SPYDER RENTALS Join us on Facebook



available at Team CC



EAGLE RIVER 16770 Snowmobile Lane 694-3200 • 800-694-9150



WASILLA 491 S. Willow Street 357-3200 • 888-888-9555



www.TeamCC.com Monday-Friday 9-6pm • Saturday 9-5pm • On-line 24/7 ®, TM and the BRP logo are trademarks of Bombardier Recreational Products Inc. or its affiliates.
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CALENDAR JUNE 2013 June 4 Bike Maintenance Basics for Women 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Routine maintenance on your bike can keep you riding smooth and prolong the life of your bike. Join an introductory class for women designed to help you take care of your bike. Registration available at www.rei.com/stores/ anchorage.html#classesAndEvents. June 5 GPS Navigation Basics 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Learn the basics of handheld GPS navigation; how to pinpoint your location, mark waypoints and navigate to distant points. If you have a GPS, bring it. $20 for members, $40 for nonmembers. Registration available at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage. html#classesAndEvents. June 6 Stand Up Paddleboarding Basics 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Get “on board” with this free class on paddleboarding. Learn about the equipment necessary. Registration available at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage.html#classesAndEvents. June 9 Edible Greens & Early Wildflower Walk 2 p.m. Eagle River Nature Center Join naturalist Ute Olsson in a walk to discover what’s growing in June – if we’re lucky, we’ll see some lady slippers or Calypso orchids among the early wildflowers. Free program; $5 parking for nonmembers. (www.ernc. org) June 11 Beyond the Bear 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Hear the story of Dan Bigley, at this free, indoor program. The book, “Beyond the Bear: How I Learned to Live and Love Again After Being Blinded by a Bear.” Registration available at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage. html#classesAndEvents. June 12 Map and Compass Navigation Basics 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Learn the basic navigation skills using map and compass to find your way. Learn the parts of a compass, how to read a topographic map and how to use them in tandem. $20 for members, $40 for nonmembers. Register at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage. html#classesAndEvents.



June 12 Pocket Full of Posies race series 7 p.m., Potter Valley Road The Arctic Bicycle Club’s annual Pocket Full of Posies race series kicks off with Stage 1, the Potter Valley Hill Climb. A June 19 Time Trial is also being scheduled, although the original venue, Moose Run, is no longer available. The final of the three-race series is set for June 26 at Fort Rich, followed by the Posies banquet on June 27 at 6 p.m. Check arcticvalley.org and click on road racing for details. June 12 Wandering Wildflower guided hike 6:30-9:30 p.m., Prospect Heights, Anchorage Join volunteers Bob and Ann Fisher for a 6-mile round-trip hike to view early blooming wildflowers, starting from the Prospect Heights trailhead in Anchorage. The hike may involve a 1,000-foot elevation gain over the course of the hike. The hike is limited to the first 12 people (at least 18 years old) who register by calling 694-2108. Free program; $5 parking fee at the Prospect Heights trailhead (Alaska State Park day-use passes honored). June 13 The Wilderness Travels of Dick Griffith 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Think you’ve been on some epic trips? Come in and listen to the master of epic, Dick Griffith. The presentation is free. Register at www.rei.com/stores/ anchorage.html#classesAndEvents. June 16 Ask the Naturalist 2 p.m., Eagle River Nature Center Stop by and chat with naturalist Doris Ivory stationed at the large viewing deck (half-mile walk on the Rodak Trail) to get answers to your questions about Alaska animals, plants and more. A telescope will be set up and loaner binoculars available for viewing any wildlife that might be in the area. Ask the Naturalist will continue throughout the summer every other Sunday. Free program; $5 parking for nonmembers. (www.ernc.org) June 18 Many Ways to Explore Denali National and State Parks 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage A talk and slide show presented by Bill Sherwonit, author of the newly released book, “Denali National Park: The Complete Visitors Guide to the Mountain, Wildlife and Year-round Outdoor Activities.”
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The presentation is free. Register at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage. html#classesAndEvents. June 19 Bike Maintenance Basics 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Routine maintenance on your bike can keep you riding smooth and prolong the life of your bike. This free, introductory class will teach the basics. Register at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage.html#classesAndEvents. June 22 Live Eagle Release 2 p.m., Eagle River Nature Center Watch a rehabilitated eagle fly away. A Bird Treatment and Learning Center volunteer will give an introductory presentation with an education eagle at the viewing deck. Free program; $5 parking for nonmembers. (www.ernc. org) June 22 Becoming and Outdoors Family: Exploring Bow Hunting 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Rabbit Creek Shooting Park Learn about the equipment needed for bow hunting, camouflage, getting close to wildlife, animal tracking and bow hunting in Alaska. Offered by Alaska Department of Fish and Game. $35 per person or $65 per family. Must be at least 10 years old. Register by June 17 at http://www.adfg. alaska.gov/?adfg=outdooreducation. bowschedule. June 23 Wildflowers with Verna Pratt 2 p.m., Eagle River Nature Center Wildflower expert Verna Pratt will show you what’s blooming at this time of the year. Verna is the author of “Alaskan Wildflowers” and founder of the Alaska Native Plant Society (www.aknps.org). Free program; $5 parking for nonmembers. (www.ernc. org) June 26 Climbing Knot Basics 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Knowing how and why to tie knots properly is essential for climbers. This free, introductory class will cover the figure 8, Prusik, clove hitch, water know, Kleimheist and several other basic climbing knots. Register at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage. html#classesAndEvents.



June 27 Bear Aware 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Learn about living and recreating responsibly in bear country with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game’s Elizabeth Manning. Free class, but registration required w w w.rei.com /s tores /anchorage. html#classesAndEvents. June 30 Ask the Naturalist 2 p.m., Eagle River Nature Center Stop by and chat with naturalist Doris Ivory stationed at the large viewing deck (half-mile walk on the Rodak Trail) to get answers to your questions about Alaska animals, plants and more. A telescope will be set up and loaner binoculars available for viewing any wildlife that might be in the area. Ask the Naturalist will continue throughout the summer every other Sunday. Free program; $5 parking for nonmembers. (www.ernc.org) July 3 GPS Navigation Basics 6-7:30 p.m., REI, Anchorage Learn the basics of handheld GPS navigation; how to pinpoint your location, mark waypoints and navigate to distant points. If you have a GPS, bring it. $20 for members, $40 for nonmembers. Registration available at www.rei.com/stores/anchorage. html#classesAndEvents.
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61° north



Windstorm fallout Beware: Strainers and sweepers plentiful following last year’s devastation



By Craig Medred



S



pring came late to Alaska this year, and as it did, the carnage left from September 2012 began to appear along the banks and in the channels of rivers throughout the south coastal region of the state. As this was written, there was many a boater hoping for a big spring breakup to flush the mess of sweepers and strainers left behind by fall floods, because sweepers and strainers are the killers lurking in and along Alaska waterways. Forget the whitewater.  It can and does kill, but it is an obvious danger. It is not easy to underestimate. The tree trunks, root wads and other vegetative debris clogging the state’s rivers, creeks and streams are another matter. Only last August disaster struck on Eagle River, the stream flowing through the Anchorage suburb of the same name, a stream familiar to hundreds of canoeists, kayakers, rafters and pack rafters. The middle part of that river is rated “Class I’” on the International Scale of River Difficulty. And of Class I, the paddling manuals say this: “Easy – Waves small; passages clear; no serious obstacles, perfect for all ages and abilities. No guide needed.” When 60-year-old Fern Johnson, husband Robert and friend Carol Heater, 48, slipped their canoe into the glacial silt flowing past the Chugach State Park access site near Mile 9 Eagle River Road last summer, the manual gave them no reason to worry, but Fern and Carol would be dead before the day was over. No sooner had the visitors from Montana gone round a bend in the river on their first Alaska float than they encountered a logjam extending across the width of flow. The water running through the logjam six to eight feet deep created a giant strainer just waiting to pin someone underwater. The river’s current, which is deceptively strong even in the slower moving stretches, pushed the canoe holding the Johnsons and Heater up against the logs and the rootwads plugging the river. The craft was pinned there. This is an especially dangerous situ-



Richard Murphy prepares to navigate around a strainer on the Twentymile River. Craig Medred



ation. A canoe caught in this position is difficult to free from the trap. The best one can do is hop out onto the logjam and worry about saving the canoe later. That’s what Robert Johnson managed to do. His wife and Heater did not. The canoe rolled upstream into the current and went under in the blink of an eye. Fern Johnson and Heater, despite the fact they were wearing flotation jackets, were pulled under the logjam. They drowned there. They were among the dozens who have died this way in Alaska waterways. Eagle River alone has claimed more than a halfdozen lives over the past three decades. The popular Kenai River has killed several more. The danger of these waters is easy to underestimate for people who’ve grown up stateside where most rivers meander to the sea. Streamside or in-river brush is relatively
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harmless in the barely moving current of a Minnesota stream. Not so the 5- to 7-mph current of the Kenai or Eagle River or dozens of other Alaska rivers and streams. This sort of current has been known to push inattentive paddlers up against a bank where an overhanging tree can quickly sweep them out of a boat in the water. That’s why they’re called sweepers. As for strainers, the name is obvious. The current can push you against one and hold you there until you die. As this is written, the well-known Campground Rapid on Eagle River – a popular Class III playground for rafters and kayakers most summers – is one big strainer thanks to driftwood last fall. One can only hope that by the time you read this it has washed out or, if not, that everyone has the sense to stay away and stay safe. ◆
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